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SPOTLIGHT
ON TRANSACTIONS

Cross-Domain
Data Fusion

probabilistic dependency–based, and
transfer learning–based methods.
Different from traditional data fusion
studied in the database community,
these cross-domain data-fusion methods focus on knowledge fusion rather
than schema mapping and data merging (see Figure 1).

Qiang Yang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Z

This installment highlighting the work
published in IEEE Computer Society
journals comes from IEEE Transactions on
Big Data.

I

n big data, there are datasets with
different representations, distributions, and scales in different
domains. How can we unlock the
power of knowledge from multiple
disparate, but potentially connected,
datasets? Addressing this challenge is
of paramount importance in big data
research. Integrating heterogeneous
datasets is essentially what distinguishes big data from traditional data
manipulation and analytic tasks.

Object

In “Methodologies for CrossDomain Data Fusion: An Overview,” Yu
Zheng summarizes the cross-domain
data-fusion methodologies for big data
analytic tasks (IEEE Trans. Big Data,
vol. 1, no. 1, 2015, pp. 16–34). His survey paper categorizes these tasks as
stage-based, feature level–based, and
semantic meaning–based data-fusion
methods. The third category is further divided into four groups: multiview learning–based, similarity-based,
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(a)

Domain A
Latent
object

(b)

heng not only introduces the
high-level principles of each
method category, but also gives
examples of how these techniques have
been used to handle real-world big data
problems. For instance, he describes a
model for inferring a city’s fine-grained
air quality based on datasets for air
quality, meteorological data, traffic,
points of interest, and road networks.
Clearly, many factors interact in such
a complex inference problem requiring temporal and spatial reasoning.
The solution was to exploit co-training
methods in machine learning to allow
the natural incorporation of these interactions in the final model. In addition, Zheng positions existing works
in a framework, exploring the relationship and differences among different data-fusion methods. This article
will help a wide range of communities
find effective solutions for the important task of data fusion in practical big
data projects.

Knowledge
fusion

Figure 1. Data-fusion paradigms: (a) conventional and (b) (cross-domain) big data.
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T

he IEEE Computer
Society’s lineup of 13
peer-reviewed technical
magazines covers cutting-edge
topics ranging from software
design and computer graphics
to Internet computing and security, from scientific applications
and machine intelligence to
cloud migration and microchip
manufacturing. Here are highlights from recent issues.

IEEE Software
Working with diverse stakeholders is a fact of life for any
requirements engineer. Learning to bring out the best in each
stakeholder is an art acquired
over time. “Stakeholders on the
Prowl,” from IEEE Software’s
March/April 2016 issue, shares
effective stakeholder interaction techniques for solving
common problems.

Computer
IEEE Internet Computing
As data permeates all disciplines, the role of big data
becomes increasingly critical.
The articles in Computer’s April
2016 special issue explore bigdata technology trends that
impact databases, algorithms,
and applications.
2469-7087/16/$33.00 © 2016 IEEE

Cloud providers have begun
widely adopting containers, as
the Open Container Initiative
works to standardize their format and configuration. The container could become the cloud
infrastructure’s “narrow waist,”

Published by the IEEE Computer Society

a uniform interface bridging
the many current and emerging cloud services, according
to “Toward a Standard Interface
for Cloud Providers: The Container as the Narrow Waist,”
which appears in IEEE Internet
Computing’s March/April 2016
issue.

Computing in Science &
Engineering
“Archaeology by Internet,”
from CiSE’s March/April 2016
issue, examines the case of an
economist who watched a TV
documentary about pyramids,
mummies, and tombs, and
then used Google Earth satellite imagery to uncover longforgotten pyramids in northern
Kazakhstan.

IEEE Security & Privacy
Economic theory suggests that
doing nothing might be the
optimal cybersecurity strategy
under certain circumstances.
May 2016
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The authors of “Action, Inaction,
Trust, and Cybersecurity’s Common Property Problem,” from S&P’s
January/February 2016 issue, say
that uncertain costs that might be
incurred by rapid adoption of security updates could substantially
delay the application of recommended security controls.

IEEE Cloud Computing
“Enterprise Cloud Deployment:
Integration Patterns and Assessment Model,” which appears in
IEEE Cloud Computing’s January/
February 2016 issue, presents an
approach for assessing the suitability of building enterprise-scale
IT applications for the cloud or
migrating existing ones there. The
authors propose a method for initially evaluating this process’ risk
and effort by considering a range
of factors.

IEEE Computer Graphics and
Applications
Given our increasing reliance on
the oceans to solve problems such
as finding new energy and mineral
supplies, there is a growing need
for applications that work well in
water. “Underwater Visual Computing: The Grand Challenge Just
around the Corner,” from CG&A’s
March/April 2016 issue, highlights
the research challenges of moving
applications to aquatic settings.

RoboCup soccer competition since
2003 and won several championships. “UT Austin Villa: Project-Driven Research in AI and
Robotics,” which appears in IEEE
Intelligent Systems’ March/April
2016 issue, summarizes some of
the research contributions that
UT Austin Villa has inspired, discusses the effort’s current status,
and presents several educational
uses of its code bases.

and have found the home to be one
of the most complex. Today, the
long-standing vision of pervasive
computing, commonly referred to
as the Internet of Things, is finally
starting to appear in people’s
homes. The articles in IEEE Pervasive Computing’s April–June 2016
special issue on domestic pervasive computing examine this
development.

IT Professional
IEEE MultiMedia
The authors of “Social-Sensed
Multimedia Computing,” from
IEEE MultiMedia’s January–March
2016 issue, advocate for integrating social-networking and socialmedia data with multimedia
computing tasks.

IEEE Annals of the History of
Computing
France’s Minitel quickly became
the world’s first successful
mass-market digital informationdistribution ecosystem. In 1991,
France Telecom launched the
American version, 101 Online,
which was as massive a failure
as Minitel had been a success. In
IEEE Annals’ January–March 2016
issue, “101 Online: American
Minitel Network and Lessons from
Its Failure” reveals the US system’s
previously undocumented history,
suggests why it failed, and draws
lessons for today.

IT Pro’s March/April 2016 special
issue on IT governance and management looks at matters such as
metrics-driven information governance, a proposed framework for
information-security management,
and governance at a time when a
growing number of people are participating in the process.

IEEE Micro
“Resilient Chip Multiprocessors with Mixed-Grained Reconfigurability,” from IEEE Micro’s
January/February 2016 issue,
presents a chip multiprocessor
(CMP) design that mixes coarseand fine-grained reconfigurability to increase core availability of
safety-critical embedded systems
in the presence of hard errors.
The authors identify the granularity mixes that maximize CMP
fault tolerance while minimizing
overhead.

IEEE Intelligent Systems
IEEE Pervasive Computing
The University of Texas’ UT Austin Villa is a robot soccer team
that has competed in the annual
8
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Researchers have studied pervasive computing in many domains

Selected CS articles and columns
are also available for free at http://
ComputingNow.computer.org.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Using Analytics to Make
Sense of Data

C

ompanies, organizations, academic
researchers, and others are collecting huge amounts of data from a growing number of sources, including customers,
social-networking sites, sensors, and devices.
The challenge they face is making sense of all
this information. Analytics, this ComputingEdge
issue’s theme, is designed to solve this problem.
Analytics utilizes statistics, various mathematical approaches, and techniques such as predictive modeling to discover trends within data and
gain insights that can help users make important
decisions.
As popular as analytics is becoming, it is
also facing some important challenges, such as
remaining effective while data volumes grow and
while the information within many datasets continually changes. Analytics also needs to cope
with a growing amount of unstructured data and
users’ desire to get results faster.
IEEE Intelligent Systems’ “Prediction Using
Propagation: From Flu Trends to Cybersecurity”
examines two applications of propagation-based
predictive-analytics concepts, marrying epidemiological and statistical models to gain information
about flu trends and malware attacks.
Because NASA has unique data-collection and
-analysis requirements, it has been on the leading edge of many innovations, as discussed in IT

2469-7087/16/$33.00 © 2016 IEEE

Professional’s “Really, Really Big Data: NASA at
the Forefront of Analytics.”
Computer’s “Using Learning Analytics to Assess
Capstone Project Teams” explores machine learning–based analytics as an effective tool for assessing student teamwork skills and predicting learning
outcomes in software-engineering courses.
Nonoccurring behaviors (NOBs)—those that
should happen but don’t for some reason—occur
in many applications. Little research has examined NOBs because of the challenges posed by
analyzing behaviors that don’t actually take place.
“Nonoccurring Behavior Analytics: A New Area,”
from IEEE Intelligent Systems, explores this topic.
ComputingEdge articles on subjects other than
analytics include the following:
•

•

Designing comprehensive classification and
recognition systems is difficult, but starting
with some important vertical domains could
yield good results, with help from domain
experts, according to IEEE MultiMedia’s “Working with the Domain Experts.”
IEEE Pervasive Computing’s “The Precision
Medicine Initiative and Pervasive Health
Research” looks at the implications of the new
initiative, which plans to track more than 1
million US residents, gathering data in some
cases via mobile and pervasive technologies.

Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Data analytics
EDitOR: seth Earley, Earley information science, seth@earley.com

Really, Really Big
Data
NASA at the Forefront of
Analytics
Seth Earley, Earley Information Science

S

pace is big. Really, really
big. And the data involved
with space exploration
and the related sciences
that are in NASA’s purview are …
astronomical (sorry NASA—hack
joke equivalent to the taxidermy/taxonomy references that I hear). Since
its founding in 1958, NASA has
led the US government’s exploration of space. Its contributions have
extended beyond the government
missions it supports to advances
that have benefited other parts of
the federal government and many
industries in the private sector. Because of its unique requirements for
data collection and analysis, NASA
has been on the forefront of many
innovations in data and computational science, and related IT.

The Data in Dust Devil
Details
One area of interest for the agency is
real-time event detection. The problem is, what is real time on Mars?
When NASA sends spacecraft to
Mars and other distant locations,
they are programmed to complete
a variety of specified tasks. However,
to make the best use of their resources, these vehicles ideally would
10
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have a certain amount of autonomy,
because planning for every contingency is difficult or impossible. In
studies of the surface of Mars, one
phenomenon that occurs at frequent but unpredictable intervals is
the appearance of dust devils. Because of the time delay in speed-oflight communications reaching from
Mars to Earth, NASA scientists are
unable to know in real time when
such an event takes place. For many
years, common wisdom said that the
opportunity to redirect resources on
the surface to study dynamic phenomena such as dust devils as they
occurred was out of reach.
By putting change-detection capability on the Mars Rover Opportunity, however, real-time detection
became possible. This capability allows the Rover to suspend whatever
observation plan was in place and
focus on the dust devil. The Rover
can take a video sequence tracking the dust devil. When scientists
back on Earth become aware of the
event, they already have a complete
information package of it in the
form of the video sequence.
“The only way to have this kind
of autonomous response is to put
enough computational capability

and analytic capability on the Rover itself,” says Richard Doyle, program manager for information data
science at NASA, “and authorize—
with scientists’ involvement and
blessing—that the system would
have this kind of autonomous response.” There are many other
variations of this type of activity at
NASA, but this is a good example
of how the organization is using
analytics in an innovative way, and
it is paying off in the scientific community. “Up to now, our scientists
have assumed they weren’t going
to be able to capture and track remote transient events,” says Doyle,
“but with the right computational
capability and system architecture,
we can do it.”

Programming Triggers for
Scenarios of Interest
To accomplish this goal, the Rover
has to interrupt what it’s doing,
which it does via onboard reasoning about capabilities, resources,
and priorities. But what are the
triggers? It would seem that this
type of response would have to
be exhaustively programmed. The
challenge is to generalize a trigger
so that it can apply in a multitude

Published by the IEEE Computer Society 
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of scenarios. This paradigm—event
detection and response—requires
intense interdisciplinary collaboration. “Atmospheric scientists, planetary geologists, and other experts
sit down with us and explain what
events would be of interest,” says
Doyle. “It should be something
that is important enough to interrupt ongoing surface mapping and
imaging, and attend to a previously
identified science opportunity.”
At this point, the computer programmers who develop algorithms
devise a technique that is robust
enough to detect an event of significant interest. The architecture
needs to be developed with an onboard planner to allocate capabilities and resources to the event as
it’s occurring. Many actions might
be required for the response. For
example, the camera needs to be
pointed in the right direction,
power needs to be available, and
the constraints of the Rover to operate safely need to be considered.
Such important details are part of
the event detection and response
framework.

Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning
Machine learning is an essential
component of this process. In the
training phase, experts identify examples of events of interest. Through
a variety of techniques, a generalized
pattern is determined to enable the
computer to then find additional examples of the same phenomenon or
event in subsequent data. This process is referred to as supervised learning because it is guided by an expert
who provides an initial set of representative examples.
The number of training examples required to achieve success
depends on the data, how it varies
across examples, and how noisy it
is. “Ideally, the system would have
hundreds of examples,” says Doyle.
“But solving this kind of problem
can be very context-dependent,
www.computer.org/computingedge

depending on what’s going on
with the dataset.” It can be a tedious exercise on the part of scientists or subject matter experts. “But
when they see that it works, they
can be quite impressed, and they
want more, especially when they
see how the software can function
as a proxy for their interests,” adds
Doyle.

Unsupervised Learning
and Outlier Detection
Another approach to machine
learning is unsupervised learning.
An example is the process applied
to classify information in a set of
unstructured documents. Analyses can be done to find the natural
clustering and divisions in the data.
Unsupervised learning can look for
inherent patterns in data and group
those patterns. The approach can
also look for data that falls outside of
a particular pattern—the identification of anomalies or outliers. In this
case, identification of outliers can
serve as a form of event detection.
You might not know what those
outliers look like ahead of time, but
the software can surface these for a
human to review. “The question of
what part of the data is most unlike
the rest can actually be framed in a
very robust computational manner,”
says Doyle. “You are asking a more
general question. You can get some
very interesting results without having to perform explicit training that
specifically identifies the outliers.”

Real-Time Detection
and Earth-Observing
Spacecraft
Other examples of real-time event
detection can be found closer to
home than Mars. “A significant
portion of NASA’s work involves
Earth-observing spacecraft,” says
Doyle. “In those cases, you don’t
have light-time delays, but you still
want a quick response.” Examples
include natural disasters such as
forest fires, sea ice breakup, floods,

and volcanic plumes. “You want to
be able to detect them from orbit
very reliably, and then initiate an
appropriate alert in as timely a way
as possible,” Doyle says. “The alert
needs to be automated because
otherwise it might be hours or days
before a scientist looks at the data,
and in the event of a natural disaster, you need to do better than that.”
In a recent study by the US National Academy of Sciences, Frontiers in Massive Data Analysis, one of
the conclusions was that integrating
analytics across the entire sequence
of the data life cycle is critical. These
stages include the creation, capture,
processing, management, and distribution of data. “When an image is
created, the features should be analyzed in order to better inform the
search engines. Then scientists can
begin to search on those features,”
says Daniel Crichton, coauthor of
the report. Crichton is the NASA
Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s (JPL’s)
program manager for data science
and leads the Center for Data Science and Technology, a joint initiative with Caltech. “Techniques such
as computational algorithms, statistical algorithms, and machine learning need to be applied to the whole
life cycle, from considerations on
board all the way to integration
of distributed data from scientific
archives.”

Big Data, Integration, and
Predictive Analytics
NASA builds large data stores as a
basic product of its missions, and
recognizes the value of being able
to integrate the data. “That is a very
difficult problem,” says Crichton,
“but in many cases, if we want to
understand a problem, we need to
consider many data sources and
integrate them.” For example, to
understand the drought in central
California, NASA might need to
look at fusing together many types
of data from multiple measurements across satellite, airborne, and

computer.org/ITPro
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Data analytics
ground-based sensors to better understand the water dynamics. Computational methods are needed to
integrate and reduce the data to
understand what it means.
Inferences are made that provide results at a certain confidence
level, which is a step toward predictive analytics. “For example, we
want to be able to understand the
dynamics of climate change, such
as water availability and the total
water balance for a specific region.” Tools now exist to help scientists in building better models
and leveraging many of the measurements from NASA missions.
In the past, they could do much of
the analysis within their own local environment, but because of
the massive volumes of data, this
now requires new computational
approaches.
The total capture of Earth science mission data is now about 12
petabytes, but in the next five years,
the volume is expected to grow by
an order of magnitude. “We need to
be developing intelligent algorithms
to extract data from larger datasets,”
says Crichton, “so we will need to
be able to apply more automated
methods of data reduction.” A major challenge now is to work with a
big data infrastructure to download
subsets of data, but this brings on
another problem: the higher level
of uncertainty that results from taking a small sample.
“It becomes harder to reproduce
some results because a lot of the
knowledge and understanding may
be in the mind of the scientist that
did the analysis,” says Crichton.
NASA has enormous amounts of
archival material and enormous
amounts of expertise in the minds
of scientists and engineers. “We
are trying to systematize and automate the analysis so results can
be reproduced on demand, rather
than having to rely on humans
to go back and reproduce it.” For
example, if someone is reading a
12
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paper and has questions about the
results, is it possible to go back
and validate the results, or do the
results change if more data is incorporated into the analysis? In
this case, the model might need to
be adjusted.

Data Architecture and
Governance
Reproducibility depends on being
able to find the sources of information, which in turn depends on
having a system for organizing it.
NASA has a long history of building sophisticated data models and
taxonomies that can support its
search and analysis needs. “The
Planetary Data System used for
many years is what I would describe
as an implicit data architecture,”
says Crichton. “Data dictionaries
were developed, and there were
forms of governance to manage
change. Metadata was defined that
was needed to contextualize and
describe the observational data that
we were capturing and archiving,
but it was difficult to systematically
link data architectures to software
systems as the sophistication of
data and software evolved. In the
last five years, we have turned it into
an explicit data architecture, recognizing the importance of ensuring
we can continue to capture the
diversity of data from NASA solar
system missions by linking the data
architecture and software systems
so they can evolve in a model-driven architecture.”
NASA has now developed an
ontology as an information model
for describing planetary science
data that includes the mission, the
instruments, the observations, and
the types and structure of the data.
The ontology governs the definition of the data and is architected
to integrate with a scalable big data
system so the software can adapt
as the ontology changes. Through
these efforts, NASA has ensured
that for future missions, the data
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can be generated and validated using the ontology, and ultimately
shared and used across international missions. “We sat down with
the scientists to understand what
knowledge we should be capturing
from the data for their particular
discipline,” says Crichton. “We encode it into the ontology and use
that to derive metadata structures.”
A governing board makes any required changes to the ontology. To
manage the ontology, NASA uses
an open source software product
called Protégé.

AI, Machine Learning, and
Analytics
JPL has established a joint initiative
with Caltech to perform research in
data science and data-driven discovery. JPL, via the Center for Data
Science and Technology, brings
depth in data architecture, the data
life-cycle model, analytics, and experience deploying large-scale distributed data systems. Caltech, via
the Center for Data-Driven Discovery, led by George Djorgovski,
brings depth in basic research, visualization, discovery and analytic
techniques, and several science disciplines, such as astrophysics and
biology. This interdisciplinary team
includes experts in ontologies, visualization, computer algorithms,
cyberinfrastructures, artificial intelligence (AI), and machine learning. “All this comes together,” says
Crichton. “The models, integration,
computational algorithms. We then
can begin to understand what can
be encoded in future systems to
provide more analytics across the
entire data life cycle.”
The Caltech-JPL team held a
joint Summer School on Big Data
Analytics in September 2014. The
course was offered as a massive
open online course (MOOC) and
was conducted over nine days, with
instructors available to interact with
students in chat-room-like settings.
The material remains available
May 2016

online (see https://www.coursera.
org/course/bigdataschool), and at
last count, more than 16,000 students worldwide have taken the
course.
The computational infrastructure developed at NASA is being
applied to disciplines outside that
organization. For example, in the
field of medicine, different formats are used by different hospitals. When one hospital acquires
another, the acronyms and protocols need to be disambiguated to
make the analyses comparable. A
goal is to integrate a clinical support system with test diagnostic
mechanisms so that physicians
and providers can understand the
latest in evidence-based medicine.

N

ASA is shifting from an era
in which it used to capture
and archive data to one in
which data is analyzed extensively,
at every phase of its life cycle. “We
are introducing analysis at all stages, and doing it in a much more agile manner,” says Crichton. “This is
the only way we can keep pace and
maintain our performance in the
sciences.”
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PREDICTIVE ANALY TICS
Editor: V.S. Subrahmanian, University of Maryland, vs@cs.umd.edu

Prediction Using
Propagation: From Flu
Trends to Cybersecurity
B. Aditya Prakash, Virginia Tech

G

raphs or networks are ubiquitous, from online social networks, communication net-

works, hospital networks, and gene-regulatory
networks to router graphs. Many processes and
situations in real life, such as social systems, cybersecurity, epidemiology, and biology, can be
modeled using them. They effectively model many
phenomena because they simultaneously expose
local dependencies and capture large-scale structure. Additionally, propagation (diffusion) processes—those in which an agent’s state (or action)
depends on its neighbors’ states (or actions)—over
networks can give rise to a wide array of macroscopic behavior, leading to challenging and exciting research problems. How do contagions like Ebola and influenza spread in population networks?1
Which group should we market to for maximizing product penetration? How do we place sensors
in a water-distribution network? How do rumors
spread on Twitter or Facebook? All of these questions are related to propagation phenomena on
networks.
Social network websites like Facebook count
millions in users and revenue. Hospital-acquired
infections take thousands of lives and cost billions
of dollars per year. The societal impacts of networked collaboration during political events such
as the Arab Spring have been well documented,
too. Cybersecurity is also a serious national economic issue right now. Hence, research in this
area, helping us answer questions like how information spreads through social media 2 and how
to distribute antibiotics across hospitals, 3,4 holds
great scientific, social, and commercial value.
This article will examine recent efforts at utilizing propagation-based concepts for predicting flu
trends using public Twitter data.5,6 In addition, we
will also briefly discuss leveraging propagation for
84

14

malware count prediction7,8 using extensive field
datasets.

Syndromic Surveillance of Flu
Machine learning techniques for “nowcasting” the
flu have made significant inroads into correlating
social media trends to case counts and the prevalence of epidemics in a population. Web searches
and social media sources such as Twitter and
Facebook have emerged as surrogate data sources
for monitoring and forecasting the rise of public
health epidemics. The celebrated example of such
surrogate sources is arguably Google Flu Trends
(GFT), which harnessed user query volume for a
handcrafted vocabulary of keywords in order to
yield estimates of flu case counts. Such surrogates
thus provide an easy to observe, indirect approach
to understanding population-level health events.
However, recent research has noted GFT’s lackluster performance,9 which could be attributed to it
not accounting for the evolving nature of the vocabulary, and a lack of transparency about which
keywords are used, which affects verification.
Motivated by such considerations, we aim to better bridge the gap between syndromic surveillance
strategies and contagion-based epidemiological
modeling. We focus on Twitter data from 15 South
American countries for this purpose. Diseases such
as the flu have been traditionally modeled as a propagation process on population contact networks
using models such as SI (Susceptible-Infected) and
SEIS (Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Susceptible).1
Current methods do not use this observation for
prediction. Using just keywords to track infected
users on Twitter cannot distinguish between users
belonging to these different epidemiological phases.
For example, tweets such as “Down with flu. Not
going to school.” and “Recovered from flu after 5
days, now going to the beach” denote the users’
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Had a good sleep this morning!
Going to see my favorite band

S/R

I am in bed with the worst flu
I should have gotten the vaccine
My neck hurts
No word can describe the
amount of pain I am in

Starting to feel better
Going to the concert tonight

(a)
.98
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.02
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.95

I
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(b)
Figure 1. Comparison between expected state transition and the state transitions learned by our model. (a) A toy example
showing possible user states and a tweet associated with each state. (b) State transition probabilities learned by our method. 5
Note that the state transition probabilities learned by our method match with the expected epidemiological SEIS model.

different epidemiological states (see
also Figure 1a).
We show that we can separate out
these states from the tweets using a
temporal topic model. This not only
helps in interpretability, but it also
leads to more accurate predictions
of flu-case counts robust to noisy vocabularies. The key idea is to assume
different generating topic distributions for users in each epidemiological phase, and then assume Markovchain-style transitions between the
states. We also assume the presence
of background topics and non-flu-related topics that do not denote any
flu-related state. We can then fit this
model to training data using standard methods (we used Expectationmaximization; others, such as GibbsJanuary/February 2016
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sampling, could also be used). We
show the state transition learned by
our model HFSTM (Hidden Flu State
from Tweet Model) automatically on
the real data in Figure 1b; it matches
well with the standard SEIS model.
Figure 2 shows the most frequent
words for each learned state distribution via a word cloud. Again, the
words meaningfully correspond to
the states. In addition, thanks to
the finer-grained modeling, our approach gets better predictions of the
incidence of flu cases than direct keyword counting and also sometimes
gets better predictions of flu peaks
than sophisticated methods such
as GFT (see Figure 3). Our original
model used unsupervised topic modeling, so it needed an initial clean
www.computer.org/intelligent

flu-related vocabulary. However, we
extended it by using semisupervised
models in which words in the vocabulary can have different aspects
(for example, flu or non-flu related).
Intuitively, this way words get a soft
assignment instead of the hard assignment we had originally. As a result, we could robustly learn states
and topics even with an enlarged and
noisier vocabulary, 6 which will also
help mitigate the effects of the changing nature of the vocabulary in real
deployment.

Malware Surveillance
Similarly, propagation-based concepts
can also play an important role in
cybersecurity. In the security sphere,
such problems include understanding

15
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2. The translated word cloud for the most probable words in the (a) S, (b) E,
and (c) I state-topic distributions, as learned by our method. Words are originally
learned and inferred in Spanish; we then translate the result using Google Translate
for ease of understanding. The size of a word is proportional to its probability in
the corresponding topic distribution. Our model can tease out the differences in the
word distributions between them.

the propagation of malware (such as
estimating the number of machines
86
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infected) or characteristics of benign
files. These questions have numerous
www.computer.org/intelligent
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implications for cybersecurity, from
designing better antivirus software to
designing and implementing targeted
patches to more accurately measuring
the economic impact of breaches.
These problems are compounded
by the fact that, as externals, we
can only detect a fraction of actual
malware infections.
To answer such problems, security
researchers and analysts are increasingly using comprehensive, field-gathered data that highlights the current
trends in the cyber-threat landscape.
We have been working on Symantec’s
Worldwide Intelligence Network Environment (WINE) data for precisely
this purpose. This data is collected
from real-world hosts running their
consumer antivirus software. Users
of Symantec’s consumer product line
can opt in to report telemetry about
the security events (for example, executable file downloads or virus detections) that occur on their hosts. The
events included in WINE are representative of events that Symantec observes around the world, and they do
not include personally identifiable
information.
Our approach has been to leverage
generative propagation-based models, sometimes in conjunction with
careful feature engineering, to better
predict trends and actual estimates
of malware infections.7,8 As the models are generative, their parameters
can also serve as features for further
analytics tasks such as anomaly detection. Our ideas included having
specific phases matching domainbased constraints (for example, having different “infected” versus “detected” versus “patched” states), or
exploring nonexponential residence
times in each state. After building
the model, we fit it by minimizing
the least-square errors using standard
nonlinear numerical methods (see Figure 4). One lesson we learned was
Ieee InTeLLIGenT SySTeMS
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Figure 3. Evaluation for the two test scenarios: (a) test period 1 and (b) test period 2. Comparison of the week-to-week
predictions against ground truth Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) case counts using the three models: a baseline
model, which does simple keyword counting; our method, HFSTM; and Google Flu Trends (GFT). Our model outperforms the
baseline and is comparable to GFT, beating it in test period 2. GFT overestimates the peak in both test periods.
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Figure 4. Our propagation-based model7 fits real data from Symantec’s Worldwide Intelligence Network Environment (WINE)
database about malware infections per unit time very well, both before and after sampling. The median relative standard error
in this case was 0.0741.

that such models typically work for
high-volume files (that is, files that
have enough samples such that any
form of meaningful modeling is possible). For low-prevalence files, feature-based approaches tend to give
January/February 2016
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low prediction errors. Thus, we further improved our predictions and
made them more robust by building
ensemble methods that combine the
best of both generative and featurebased models.8
www.computer.org/intelligent

This is a diverse area, because propagation and networks occur in many
different applications. The recent explosion in the availability of large-scale
datasets presents a unique opportunity
to conduct large-scale predictive studies

17
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using these models. There are many
open problems: for example, in the online sphere, similar questions can be
posed about predicting how memes
spread over blogs and websites. Here,
too, propagation-inspired models tailored to the application (for example,
by incorporating the human responsetime distributions)2 can be useful in
outperforming other standard timeseries analysis tools. Overall, there is
rich overlap of propagation with many
areas in data mining, and we envision
many more use cases for such models
in the future.
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Nonoccurring Behavior
Analytics: A New Area
Longbing Cao, University of Technology Sydney
Philip S. Yu, University of Illinois at Chicago
Vipin Kumar, University of Minnesota

B

ehavior-related studies and applications,
such as behavior analysis, data mining, ma-

chine learning, and behavioral science, have generally focused on behaviors that have occurred or
will occur. Such behaviors are called positive behaviors (PBs) or occurring behaviors (OBs). Related work has focused on behavioral patterns,
anomalies, impact, and dynamics. This constitutes
the area of behavior analytics, which focuses on
understanding, analyzing, learning, predicting,
and managing past, present, and future behaviors. When behavior representation and modeling
are also considered, we use the term behavior informatics or behavior computing 1 to describe the
new perspective of modeling, reasoning about,
verifying, analyzing, learning, and evaluating behaviors. This has emerged as an important and
demanding area for comprehensively and deeply
handling ubiquitous behaviors online, in business,
government services, scientific activities, social activities, and economic and fi nancial business.
Limited research has been conducted on analyzing, detecting, or predicting nonoccurring behaviors (NOBs), those that did not or will not
occur. NOBs are also called negative behaviors,
which are not straightforward, since they usually
are hidden and difficult to understand, or one
usually is not concerned with them. That NOBs
are overlooked does not mean they are unimportant. For instance, if a patient misses an appointment with a specialist, and thus misses the
opportunity to receive immediate and appropriate treatment for a health problem, the patient’s
health could worsen. Additionally, in many situations, failure to follow rules or policies could result in administrative or even legal obligations.
4
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Therefore, it is important to build a theoretical
foundation for NOB study.
Unfortunately, few research outcomes of NOB
study can be identified in the literature. Relevant
work includes event analysis; negative association
rule mining, 2 which identifies patterns comprising
nonoccurring items; and negative sequential patterns, 3–8 which comprise sequential elements that
do not appear in the business process. No systematic work has been conducted to understand,
model, formalize, analyze, learn, detect, predict,
intervene, and manage NOBs.
NOB is not a trivial problem. Some may argue
that it is simple to treat an NOB as a special OB,
and that all relevant techniques can then be used
directly for NOB analytics. Unfortunately, this often does not work for reasons related to the different natures and complexities of occurring and
nonoccurring behaviors. In this article, we outline the concept of NOBs and related complexities,
draw a picture of NOB analytics, and present our
view of NOB research directions and prospects.

What Is NOB?
We briefly discuss the essence, intrinsic characteristics, and complexities of NOBs, and the forms
that NOBs can take, in order to understand the
concept of NOB.
Intrinsic Characteristics
NOBs refer to those behaviors that should occur
but do not for some reason. They are hidden but
are widely seen in behavioral applications in business, economics, health, cyberspace, social and
mobile networks, and natural and human systems. Many businesses, services, applications, and
systems involve NOBs, including healthcare and
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medical services; government reporting systems, such as tax-related claims
and social welfare; transport systems;
safety and security management; and
the changing physical world, including climate change.
NOBs are mixed with OBs and are
widely seen in business, services, applications, and social activities, such
as a missed medical appointment or
the disappearance of significant climate phenomena in certain regions.
Such NOBs often are more informative than OBs, because they are associated with important effects (such
as the onset of heart problems if a
patient misses an early appointment
with a cardiologist or threats to safety
if proper airport security procedures
are not followed).
NOBs are often important and can
be related to significant living aspects
and health, medical, economic, social, and cultural effects or impacts.
NOBs can be more informative and
irreplaceable than OBs. For instance,
in transport, ignoring a stop sign and
driving through an intersection could
cause an accident; in social media,
failing to protect private information
could lead to identity theft. The effects or impacts could be significant
and could even cause additional problems, change the way things develop,
and affect future trends or status.
In summary, NOBs are complex
because of their invisibility and their
embedded intrinsic characteristics in
many aspects,4,9 including
• unclear working mechanisms about
how a behavior or behavior sequence did not occur;
• hidden reasons for why a behavior
or behavior sequence did not occur;
• many coupling relationships embedded between NOBs and OBs;3
• various occurrence possibilities and
combinations of other behaviors
that could replace those NOBs or
November/December 2015
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occur subsequent to those missing
behaviors; and
• the impact or effect that could result
from an NOB or an NOB sequence.
Such NOB forms bring about significant challenges to existing computing
and behavioral studies.
Forms
The nonoccurrence of behaviors can
take various forms when the nonoccurrence is considered together with
OBs. We illustrate five abstract NOB
forms, in which ¬A means that A
does not occur, and AB means two
behavior elements A and B:
1. In <¬AB>, one NOB or NOB sequence A is followed by an OB or
OB sequence B.
2. In <¬(AB)C>, two NOBs or NOB
sequences AB form an element
that is followed by an OB or OB
sequence C.
3. In (¬AB)C>, an NOB or NOB sequence A and an occurring item
B form an element, which is followed by occurring C.
4. In <¬P¬Q>, an NOB or NOB pattern P (that is, a group of negative
behaviors that may follow a pattern P such as one of the scenarios
in 2 or 3) is followed by another
NOB or NOB sequence Q.
5. In <P→Y>, an NOB or NOB pattern P (one of the scenarios in 1
through 4) causes impact Y.
Such NOB forms bring about significant challenges to existing computing
and behavioral studies.

Challenges
The intrinsic complexities and differences between NOB and OB bring
about significant computing challenges that existing OB techniques
cannot address. Here, we discuss
whether we can treat an NOB as a
www.computer.org/intelligent
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special OB so that we can use existing
OB techniques for NOB analytics. We
also look at the fundamental computing challenges.
Can an NOB Be Treated as
a Special OB?
In computing and behavioral science,
researchers have made major efforts
to analyze OBs. Very limited outcomes can be found in the literature
for understanding NOBs and their
patterns, sequential dynamics, impact, and utility. To the best of our
knowledge, no work addresses such
issues as the clustering and classification of NOB.
This indicates that significant gaps
exist between the widespread NOBrelated facts and needs and the respective theories and tools available
in the knowledge base. Addressing
these complexities significantly challenges the related work, including
event analysis; both positive and negative sequence analysis;10 behavior
analysis;11 data mining and machine
learning, such as anomaly detection;12 and behavioral finance.13
We must address why we cannot
simply treat an NOB as a special OB
and then directly apply OB analytics
to NOB. Unfortunately, the issue is
more complex than that, and there are
many profound reasons, driven by the
intrinsic differences and characteristics inbuilt in NOB, why this is so:
• An NOB element is fundamentally
different from an OB in terms of
characteristics.
• An NOB’s distribution can differ
from that of an OB.
• An NOB’s impact can differ from
that of an OB.
• An NOB’s candidacy set has different characteristics and combinations than that of an OB.
• NOB combinations often differ
from OB combinations.
6
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Therefore, it is necessary to develop
effective theories and tools to analyze
NOB accordingly.
NOB Computing Challenges
In addition to the NOB characteristics discussed and the different forms
NOB can take, several fundamental
computing challenges exist in modeling and analyzing NOB from the pattern mining perspective.
One such challenge is problem
complexity. As we mentioned earlier, an NOB’s hidden nature makes
it complicated to define the problem
of NOB analytics, particularly NOB
formatting and negative containment.14 This has been indicated in the
limited research on negative sequence
pattern (NSP) analysis, 2,3 where different and conflicting concepts have
been defined. Because NOB is even
more challenging, it is important to
properly formalize the NOB analytics problem by considering intrinsic
NOB characteristics and how they
differ from OB.
Another challenge is the large NOB
candidate search space. The large number and combinations of NOB candidates could result in a huge search
space. The existing NSP approaches
generate k-size negative sequential candidates (NSCs) by conducting a joining
operation on (k – 1)-size NSP, which
results in a huge number of NSCs.4 For
example, the NSC space of a k-size behavior sequence with 10 distinct items
could be 20k, whereas their positive sequential candidates are just 10k. Furthermore, because NSC does not satisfy the Apriori principle, which holds
for OB sequences, it is very difficult to
prune the large proportion of meaningless NOB candidates.
Finally, high computational complexity is a challenge. Existing NSP
mining methods calculate the support of NSC by additionally scanning
the database after identifying positive
www.computer.org/intelligent
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sequential patterns, leading to low efficiency. There could be many possible
combinations of replacement behaviors of an NOB. When the length of
behavior sequences is very long and
the number of behavioral items is
big, NOB analysis could be very time
consuming.
In addition to these pattern-miningrelated NOB challenges, no efforts
have been made to explore what challenges might be found in the clustering and classification of NOB-related
behaviors or group and community
NOB behaviors that are mixed with or
hidden in extremely imbalanced OBs.

NOB Research Directions
We discuss possible research directions and opportunities to address
the NOB-related characteristics and
challenges, as well as the difference
between NOBs and OBs from the
perspective of modeling, pattern mining, clustering, classification, group,
and community NOB analysis, impact, and evaluation. We also illustrate some of our related work in discussing these aspects.
Representation
NOBs are very different from widely
seen behaviors because they are hidden and usually are complicated. The
major challenge is how to explore
their representation and verification
We must define an abstract NOB
model to capture major characteristics and elements embedded with
NOBs, such as actors, roles, forms,
relationships and interactions, and
impacts. We must consider the connection of these elements with OBs
within certain contexts, in which we
also consider environmental factors
and impact. A key problem is how to
capture the difference between NOBs
and OBs.
We should develop both visual
and formal modeling tools. A visual
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model symbolizes the main elements
and properties of NOB elements, and
a formal model formalizes an NOB
to a property-based multidimensional
vector by considering all of the NOBrelated attributes. As a result, we can
represent a behavioral application’s
individual and collective NOBs using
these modeling building blocks.
We can build temporal logic-based
ontological representation tools to
collect the main properties of NOB,
logic, statistical and probabilistic relationships between these properties,
and various combinations of NOB
and OB in the level of behavior items,
elements (as basic behavior units,
consisting of items), and sequences
(formed by elements).
We must define negative containment and negation to specifically address NOBs’ hidden nature, while
taking into account the mixture of
OB and contextual factors. The relationships and combinations within
and between NOB and OB must be
considered in defining the forms and
formats of NOB negation and negative containment. This will create a
generic understanding of fundamental problems: what forms NOB observations are in, and whether a NOB is
contained in behavior data.
When the NOB representation
and modeling tools are available, we
must develop appropriate verification tools to verify and check the constraints, soundness, and consistency
of the building blocks constructed.
Constraints include ontology axioms
and inferential couplings, and desired
constraints will be formalized in linear temporal logic.
Pattern Mining
Pattern mining of NOB is a common need, especially in online, social, and organizational concerns. As
we mentioned earlier, different forms
of NOB patterns may exist. It is not
November/December 2015
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easy to identify NOB patterns because we cannot simply treat an NOB
item set or sequence as a special type
of OB. Here, we discuss the main aspects that must be addressed in NOB
pattern mining.
We use the e-NSP method to illustrate the main issues.4 We recommend e-NSP because it is suitable for
scalable behavior sequence analysis
and it does not follow the approaches
widely used in sequence analysis and
pattern mining.
The e-NSP model is based on
set theory, which identifies NOB
through scanning only occurring behavioral pattern candidates, without
additional database scanning, to substantially reduce the search space. A
set-theory-based model will calculate
the support of NOB patterns after
obtaining the NOB positive partners
(NOPs)4 by analyzing the mathematical relationships between NOB candidates and their NOPs.
The problem statement is to explore how to systematically represent
the NOB mining problem in terms
of set theory and the process of setbased NOB mining. We must consider
the intersection of two NOPs, {<a>}
and {<b>}, from the set perspective.
We can calculate the support of NOB
sequence {<a¬bc¬de¬f>} from the
set perspective by considering possible NOP combinations {<ace>},
{<abce>},{<acde>}, and {<acef>}. Settheory-based NOB mining first discovers NOP, then generates and converts NOB candidates to NOPs for
calculating the support of NOB
candidates.
Negative containment will be defined to determine whether a database sequence contains an NOB
sequence. We can study different
negative containment cases in terms
of aspects that include NOB combination forms, NOB element versus sequence containment, left and
www.computer.org/intelligent

right sides of sub- and super-NOB sequences, and conversion to maximal
NOP sequences.
Negative conversion will develop rules, strategies, and theorems
for converting whether a data sequence contains an NOB sequence
to whether a data sequence does not
contain other NOP sequences. We
will do this from the perspective of
set theory to look at the combination
spaces and complement sets.
We will calculate the support of
NOB partners with theorems and
formulas defined for calculating the
support of NOB items and sequences
from known NOPs (that is, OB patterns) in terms of the set relations.
We will develop constraints and effective pruning strategies to filter and
avoid irrelevant NOB candidates. Because the NOB combination space is
usually huge, and not every NOB will
appear in a specific application, we
will develop strategies that involve
domain knowledge and filter the leastfrequent and low-impact (per contribution and utility) NOB, and we may
need to explore the constraints on
containment and conversion.
Theoretical analysis will provide
the foundation for computational
complexity analysis, considering the
NOB-related factors, including the
number of NOB candidates, the total number of comparison times required to calculate all union sets, and
the time for processing data storage,
and considering the factors related to
data characteristics, including the average number of elements per NOB
sequence, average number of items
per element, average length of potentially maximal sequences, and number of sequences and items. We will
define generic mathematical formulas
to quantify and verify the complexity
of our algorithms and baselines.
In addition, if we consider pattern relations, such as couplings, 9 it
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would be even more complicated and
interesting to discover combined patterns15 for NOB behaviors by considering ontological, temporal, inferential, party-based, and other couplings
in behavioral and social systems.14
Clustering
Clustering NOB has not been attempted, to the best of our knowledge. It could be very complicated,
and might require us to explore the
following issues:
• Problem statement. We must define
the problem of NOB clustering by
considering NOBs’ intrinsic nature
and associated hidden attributes.
We must define what an NOB is
and how to judge whether two
NOBs are similar before we can apply the classic clustering process.
• Feature analysis. If we treat an
NOB item as an object, we can explore two typical aspects—the hidden nature and the potentially complicated coupling relationships. 9
The former concerns which properties are associated with this NOB
item, and how to construct, select,
or mine features that capture the
hidden nature and that are discriminative to NOB learning. The
latter involves the advancement
opportunities of analyzing factors
and feature selection by involving
couplings and non-IIDness (that is,
scenarios that are not independent
and identically distributed)14 across
NOB features.
• Similarity definition. How can we
defi ne whether two NOB items are
similar or dissimilar? Another issue is how to determine whether an
NOB item is similar to an OB one.
These issues are extended to higher
levels of combinations of NOB and
OB items, such as how to determine whether one NOB sequence is
similar to another, and whether an
8
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NOB sequence is similar to an OB
sequence.
• Coupling learning. We must consider
various couplings that exist in reallife scenarios within and between
behavioral properties, behavioral
items, sequences, and their business
impact.9 Taking such couplings into
account in clustering objective functions and models is a new area related to non-IIDness learning.14 The
preliminary work on coupled clustering16 and coupled ensemble clustering17 gives some examples of how
to incorporate coupling relationships into clustering.

Studies on issues
including unsupervised
classification, partial
label-based classification,
and imbalanced data
classification could be
interesting when applied
to behavioral data.
• Evaluation. When we consider the
complexities and characteristics of
the nonoccurrence of behaviors in
respect to clustering, the evaluation
of models and outcomes essentially
becomes very challenging. It could
involve questioning what kind of
data showing NOB and their characteristics is available, what kind
of benchmark data is available for
evaluation, and what kind of metrics are suitable for verifying the
characteristics of NOB and the performance of models.
www.computer.org/intelligent
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These issues indicate great innovation
opportunities to develop new methods and algorithms to cluster NOBs.
Classiﬁcation
Similar to NOB clustering, there is
no work that reports on NOB classification. Accordingly, the issues surrounding NOB classification might
well be similar to those surrounding
NOB clustering.
Labeling NOB could be challenging
because the NOB did not take place,
so it would be difficult to evaluate its
impact. It might not be as straightforward as simply reverting the NOB
to OB from the business impact set.
For instance, if a conference chair
failed to appear at a conference session he or she was supposed to chair,
the impact would be high if nobody
else took on that role, but the impact
could also be moderated if the chair
informed the organizer and arranged
for a replacement.
The widely explored issues in classic classification could also apply here;
for instance, multilabels, imbalanced
data, and limited label information,
which are related to fully supervised,
partially supervised, or fully unsupervised classification. Studies on issues including unsupervised classification, partial label-based classification,
and imbalanced data classification
could be interesting when applied to
behavioral data.
A major challenge could be the definition of class labels for NOB, which
may be different from OB with measurable outcomes. For this, experimental analysis, simulation, and domainknowledge-based labeling could be
useful. For some cases, one could create labeling for NOB by considering
certain constraints.
When we consider the couplings
between and within NOB properties,
objects, and sequences, as well as between NOBs and labels, we will need
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to determine how such couplings can
be modeled in the similarity metrics
and classification objective functions.
We might be able to extend some relevant work about coupled KNN.18
Compared with OBs, NOBs can be
rarer, more sparse, and imbalanced.
This means we must classify infrequent NOBs mixed with OBs for a
specific purpose. When the combinations of NOBs are uncertain, we require more research to classify such
NOBs.
Group Analysis
Research19 shows that the respective
behaviors conducted by an actor or
a group are often coupled with each
other in terms of various relationships9,14 that are crucial for behavior formation, dynamics, and impact.
Existing behavior analysis models
and algorithms usually ignore such
couplings and treat behaviors independently. We must explore the couplings embedded in NOB properties
and behaviors, including the following aspects:
• Definition of group NOB. We
identify both individual and cohort levels of NOBs with respective
specified properties. At the group
level, we specify common and exceptional NOBs shared by all or a
proportion of group members.
• Formalization of coupled group
NOB. Arriving at a formal understanding of coupled NOBs involves the exploration of forms and
types of NOB couplings in terms
of structural, dependent, semantic,
inferential, and impact-related empirical aspects.20 We can formalize intra- and inter-NOB couplings
and their integration by treating an
NOB space as a high-dimensional
sequential matrix (or tensor)19 and
representing NOB properties via a
vector.
November/December 2015
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• Measuring relationships in coupled
NOBs. We must develop metrics
to quantify the couplings in coupled NOB in terms of intra- and
inter-NOB couplings, and integrative couplings to combine both
intra- and inter-NOB couplings.
Apart from the frequency and
NOB-related factors, we can also
consider behavior properties, actor properties, similarity between
properties and their values, and
impact on behavior outcomes. We
must design similarity metrics to
capture these couplings between
and across different categorical
and numeric aspects, for example,
by extending the coupled similarity
metrics defined by Can Wang and
his colleagues.16
• Similarity-based coupled NOB
analysis. This can incorporate
the coupled similarity into relation learning and clustering algorithms, such as the dynamic
mixed-membership block model,
to learn similar NOBs. This will
address the intrinsic non-IIDness14 in NOBs and OBs by involving both NOB and OB properties
and couplings between and within
NOBs and OBs.
These discussions show that NOB
classification is not straightforward,
which leads to new opportunities for
innovative behavior analysis theories
and tools.
Impact Modeling
Here, we examine the impact NOB
will have on business or other aspects. This involves us quantifying
NOB’s consequences and analyzing
what results might be delivered if certain NOBs exist under certain conditions. This requires the development
of appropriate metrics for measuring NOB impact. In practice, we
can quantify NOB impact as utility,
www.computer.org/intelligent

profit, or cost benefit, or evaluate it in
terms of other measurements acceptable to business.
Another important matter is to develop models and algorithms to identify impact-specific NOB and NOB
patterns. Taking impact-oriented NOB
pattern mining as an example, we
discuss some of the relevant aspects,
which include the following:
• Theoretical frameworks for measuring NOB—for instance, utility functions to be defined for NOB items,
elements, sequences, and databases. Concepts such as element/sequence containment, length and size
of utility sequences, and sequence
matching will be formalized to form
the statement and framework of impact-specific NOB analysis.
• Impact-specific NOB mining algorithms—for instance, for high-utility
NOB mining, one option might be to
extend the lexicographic quantitative
sequence tree21 to construct and organize utility-based NOB sequences,
and to define strategies to append a
new NOB item to form (k + 1)-NOB
sequence concatenations.
• Pruning strategies are needed to efficiently select effective NOB patterns. As a utility-based NOB may
be associated with multiple utilities in the NOB population, averaged and maximum utility-based
NOB selection strategies may
be developed. Pruning strategies
need to be explored in terms of
sequence-weighted utility, sequenceprojected utility, and sequencereduced utility strategies.
When we consider impact in NOB
analysis, we must discuss the difference between ways of identifying NOB and OB patterns. When
impact is encoded into labels, NOB
clustering and classification are then
involved.
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Measurement Metrics
Because NOBs occur in forms that are
different from OBs, existing analytical
methods and metrics are not directly
usable. We must therefore develop
metrics to evaluate NOB from both
technical and business perspectives.
We must define mathematical and
probabilistic metrics to measure the
significance and probability of NOB
items, elements, and sequences, and of
NOB items, elements, and sequences
mixed with OBs. We need to quantify the contribution of specific NOB
elements causing particular NOB
impact, such as fraud.
Similarity and dissimilarity metrics
must involve the couplings9 between
and within NOB properties and their
values, and within and between NOB
items, and must integrate both intraand inter-NOB similarity. Both categorical and numerical NOB properties will be considered in defining the
coupled NOB similarity.
Impact-oriented metrics must measure the business value and impact of
NOB patterns. Unlike high-utility sequence mining,21 in which utilities of
unit items are obtainable from business, NOB item and sequence utilities might not be obvious. The utility
of conducting specific NOB items, elements, and sequences will be measured in terms of their specific contribution from particular business
concern perspectives, such as profitability, loss, cost benefit, and value
at risk. This must be implemented in
alignment with the forms of negative
containment and the negation and
conversion of NOBs to their positive
partners.
We must also consider computational complexity analysis for each
analytical method. For instance, we
must look at the size k of NOPs, calculate the comparison times N of
NOB candidates (NBC), the number
m of NBC converted from k NOPs,
10
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and the combinations of taking m
NOB from all candidates.

Application Areas
As long as human actions, operations,
and events exist in the data, NOB will
be involved in either an explicit or implicit way. NOB analysis will be useful
and will present another direction for
deeply understanding business problems and solutions. Many application
areas can benefit from such analysis—
for instance, retail and online customer
behavior, Web usage and interaction,
trading behavior in capital markets,
and activities captured by surveillance
systems.
NOB has applications in several
areas:
• in airway business, to detect travelers who maliciously avoid necessary
processes and security checks;
• in banking, to conceal the finance
borrowed from a bank when a customer applies for a home loan from
another bank;
• in capital markets, to hold shares
when the market presents favorable
trading opportunities;
• in consumer behavior, when groups
boycott certain brands of products;
• in education, when students intentionally miss classes;
• in government service, when a social security benefit recipient fails
to declare an address change to the
government;
• in health and medical business,
when a patient misses an appointment with a specialist;
• in insurance, when someone hides
the actual cause of a car accident;
• in marketing, when a marketing
campaign strategy excludes a certain group of customers;
• in networks, when users avoid accessing websites during peak traffic;
• in online business, when a company fails
to release a shopping outlet’s address;
www.computer.org/intelligent
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• in security, when security processes
are not followed;
• in social media, when people do
not respond to others’ comments;
• in transport, when a traffic light is
faulty; and
• in tourism, when road signs are
missing.
These discussions show that NOB
analytics is highly demanding in real
life, and the findings from analyzing
NOBs could play some unique roles
in deeply understanding the situation of NOBs and their impact on
business.

Examples
As we discussed earlier, little work
has been reported on NOB-related
topics and applications. Some of
our preliminary work could be extended. For example, some work on
negative association rule mining, 2
which identifies associations of unordered itemsets, may be fundamentally reinvented to capture both occurring and nonoccurring items or
sets. Negative sequence analysis discovers sequential patterns comprising nonoccurring sequential items
and elements. 3–8 Some examples include e-NSP,4 which was designed for
large-scale NOB analysis; Neg-GSP, 5
which identifies NOBs using the GSP
algorithm; and GA-NSP, 3 which
identifies negative sequences based
on genetic algorithms.
In addition, impact-based negative
sequence analysis identifies negative sequence analysis associated with certain
business impacts, such as a high risk of
incurring government debt in social security.6–8,22 Furthermore, utility-based
analysis21 could be implemented in
NOB-related analysis, and group and
community behavior analysis,19 which
is used to identify pool manipulation in
stock markets, can be explored in group
NOB analysis.
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In the increasingly connected and net-

worked world, one often involves multiple businesses and correspondingly
different sources of information. This indicates that NOBs are affiliated with behaviors, the behavior actor’s (or actors’)
demographics, and the context and impact. This requires analysis of the corresponding NOBs in a multimodal, crossmedia, cross-domain, or context-aware
way. Significant challenges and opportunities emerge in understanding complex
NOBs in such complicated scenarios.
This leads to the development of a new
area—NOB analytics.
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COMPUTING EDUCATION

Using Learning
Analytics to
Assess Capstone
Project Teams
Dragutin Petkovic, San Francisco State University

Machine-learning-based analytics are an
effective tool to help assess student teamwork
skills and predict learning outcomes in software
engineering courses.

S

ucceeding in today’s software engineering (SE)
workforce requires mastery of practical teamwork skills. The unacceptably high failure rate
of SE projects stems from failures in communication, organization, and team dynamics,1 as well as the
difficulty of engaging in projects across diverse and geographically distributed teams. ACM and the IEEE Computer Society addressed these problems in Computer Science Curricula 2013,2 which placed much emphasis on the
need for better coverage of teamwork-based learning (TBL)
and project-based learning (PBL) in higher education.
Despite increased awareness of its importance, teamwork in SE projects has proved to be difficult to teach. Typically included as part of the capstone course in collegelevel SE programs, PBL and TBL present unique challenges
as student teams build projects during the course. Little is
known about the best way to objectively and quantitatively
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assess student progress in acquiring
these skills.
In education, assessment can
be defi ned as “the use of empirical
data on student learning to refi ne
programs and improve student
learning.”3 Here, we consider a novel approach to student learning assessment in the SE teamwork context
that uses learning analytics based on modern machinelearning (ML) tools. Leveraging the rich and objective
data generated by such tools, it’s more objective and consistent, and scales better, than traditional student learning assessment methods. More importantly, the approach
allows early prediction of which SE teams are more likely
to fail, facilitating intervention and thus education effectiveness. It’s also applicable to SE training and project
management in industry.
The approach emerged from the SETAP project using
data from joint SE classes concurrently taught at San Francisco State University, Florida Atlantic University, and
Fulda University in Germany. The sidebar “SETAP: Software Engineering Teamwork Assessment and Prediction”
outlines the project’s goals and methodology.
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SETAP: SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TEAMWORK
ASSESSMENT AND PREDICTION

F

unded by the National Science Foundation, the SETAP
project has three main goals:

» collect data on student team activity and develop a
machine-learning (ML) training database;
» discover factors for objectively determining, assessing,
and predicting student teamwork outcomes by applying
ML methods to the training database; and
» disseminate findings, including influential factors in
SE team-based learning and ML models predictive of
this learning, as well as collected training databases to
enable other stakeholders to validate, apply, and further
refine this approach.

SETAP’s assessments focus on student teams, not individual students. Objective and quantitative team activity data
are collected from a joint, simultaneously held SE class at San
Francisco State University, Florida Atlantic University, and Fulda
University in Germany.1,2 This class is comprised of about 140
students each year, working in 25–30 teams of 5–6 students
each. Student teams are both local (based at the same university) and global (containing a mixture of students from usually
two universities). Each team develops the same application,
in five formally managed milestones synchronized at all three
schools—namely, high-level requirements and specs, detailed
requirements and specs, prototype development, beta launch,
final delivery, and demo.
All student teams use the same state-of-the-art software development and communication tools—issue trackers,
source-code managers, development and deployment software, and servers—hosted on Amazon Cloud. These tools are
instrumented to collect student behavior data during in-class
project development.
The SETAP ML training database used to develop predictive learning analytics models is critical and by far the most
time- and resource-intensive project activity. It’s organized by
student team and consists of about 40 objective or numerical activity measures for each team. Data is collected from
several sources: mandatory online weekly timecard surveys
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that record information from students about how much time
they spent on coding, meetings, and teamwork; SE tool logs
with statistics of individual usage of communication and development tools, such as the code repository; and instructor
observation logs of team activity, such as amount of student
participation, number of issues requiring instructor intervention, number and percentage of issues closed on time, and so
on.2 The training database doesn’t include self- or subjective
assessments of teamwork proficiency.
To make ML-based analytics more robust in its ability to
assess progress in the presence of limited data such as a small
number of teams, there are only two possible team grades,
each constituting a class label for ML training: A (at or above
expectations) and F (below expectations). Analysis is performed over several time intervals that correspond to the five
predefined milestones, reflecting different trends and dynamics during the student projects’ life cycle.
SETAP uses Random Forest3 as its ML analytics technology
due to its popularity, superior performance, open source tool
availability, and ability to identify variables or factors that most
contribute to its decision-making process, specifically its Gini.
Preliminary results for 17 student teams indicate the viability
of learning analytics as a means to assess teamwork skills and
predict learning outcomes in software engineering courses.2
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HOW CAN MACHINE
LEARNING HELP?

Integrating statistical analysis, pattern recognition, and artificial intelligence, ML is a subfield of computer
science that focuses on constructing
algorithms that learn from experience
(such as past data and decisions) to
make decisions as well as predictions.
ML is a two-phase process: in the training phase, algorithms automatically
build analytical models by learning
from large training databases; these
models are then applied to future data
with the goal of producing useful decisions or accurately predicting outcomes in the run phase.
The large pool of algorithms developed by ML researchers are mostly
open source, and ML literature is extensive.4 ML is successfully used in
many industries, including defense
and healthcare, and its effect on our
day-to-day lives can be seen in many
popular online applications, including recommender services for retailers
and streaming movie services. ML has
also been applied in some areas of education—for example, to predict student retention rates—but not to PBL or
TBL assessments.5
Using ML to assess student teamwork-based learning in SE programs
offers several advantages.

is becoming easier, faster, and
more accurate as computing
resources and performance
improve.
› ML models can run efficiently
and continuously during the
run phase, producing real-time
predictions that could be highly
valuable in education—for example, enabling early interventions for struggling students.
› Some ML approaches support
factor analysis—they can
“explain” why certain decisions
were made, including which
factors, relationships, or variables most contributed to each
decision. This information is
critical to support users’ adoption of these techniques, and lets
practitioners focus on a smaller
number of variables/factors
that have the most influence on
decision making.
Using ML applications presents
challenges as well. One of the biggest
is collecting enough data to form large
and representative training databases
with ground truth (correctly classified
decision outcomes or accurate predictions). To identify important data and
associated relationships, it’s advisable
to collect as much and as diverse data as

Analytics-based machine learning helps predict
which SE teams might fail, thus facilitating
intervention and education effectiveness.
› ML builds its models automatically, without human intervention, enabling models to be continuously refined and adapted to
a particular learning approach
during the training phase.
› ML can discern patterns and
relationships from very large
and diverse datasets that would
be hard to impossible for humans to identify. This entails
considerable computation but
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possible. Creating sufficiently large and
accurate training databases is typically
the most costly and time-consuming
aspect of successful ML application.

ML-BASED STUDENT
TEAMWORK ASSESSMENT

In SE capstone projects, most approaches to evaluating student teamwork skills rely on qualitative and subjective data captured via surveys taken
at the end of the course, including

ComputingEdge

self-assessments and peer reviews,
with only rudimentary data analysis
techniques applied to the captured
data. Although these approaches are
worthwhile, they also have numerous
limitations:
› qualitative and subjective data
aren’t precise enough for, nor are
they amenable to, sophisticated
data analysis;
› large volumes and types of data
related to user behavior are
readily available from today’s SE
tools—for example, tool usage
logs and communication patterns among team members—
but are rarely used;
› current assessments don’t take
advantage of more powerful
ML-based decision-making and
analytics methods used successfully in other areas;
› end-of-class assessments can’t
predict possible team failure,
which hinders early classroom
intervention and, ultimately,
education; and
› efficiency, consistency, and automation are key requirements for
practical adoption of any classroom approach to assessment,
but most current approaches are
lacking in these three areas.
Tackling these challenges requires
a novel, ML-based approach to assess
student teamwork skills and predict
learning outcomes. Learning analytics in SE capstone projects consists
of three main steps: collection of student and team activity measurements;
training database creation; and building of ML models for teamwork assessment and prediction. Once those ML
models are built they can be applied
continually or at the end of the class to
help assess learning outcomes.

Student and
team activity measurement

Student team effectiveness should
be assessed using objective, numerical data, not subjective or descriptive
May 2016
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data such as “feelings” or self-ratings.
Measurement of team and individual
student activities should be simple:
time spent on specific tasks; number
of emails, wiki postings, or meetings;
tool usage statistics; number of open
issues; percentage of late deliverables;
and so on. This kind of consistent, scalable, and analyzable data works well
with learning analytics tools. Most
modern communication and SE development tools provide such analytics as
part of a standard package.
Using these tools to capture data
typically enables time-stamping so
that measurements can be grouped
around different project milestones.
This could help elucidate phase-related
variations in student behavior—for
example, differences in activity during
the design phase versus other development phases.
Given that ML can be used to automatically identify important variables
and relationships, and to set aside
little-used variables, as many diverse
measures as possible should be collected. In addition, instructor observations, grades, and rankings serve to
provide “ground truth” for learning
analytics.

Training database creation

The training database is organized
around “feature vectors” that link
team and individual student activity measurements with “class labels”
or ground truth—independently determined learning outcome achievements, assessments, or grades. It’s critical that the data be well organized,
accurate, and easy for both humans
and ML tools to use or verify.
Training database creation is the
most time-consuming task in learning
analytics. Sharing and collaboration
among educators can help make this
process more manageable. Care must
also be taken to protect student privacy.

Teamwork assessment
and prediction

This fi nal step involves developing
learning analytics ML-based models
www.computer.org/computingedge

from the training databases. These
models are then used for the assessment which can be focused on individual students or student teams. This
can be applied at the end of the class
or even throughout to allow for early
detection of problems and enable class
interventions.
This approach can also identify
which student activity measures contribute most to teamwork assessment
or prediction and thus should be a special focus for educators. It also makes
it possible to predict which teams or
students have a higher likelihood of
failure and thus should receive intervention or assistance. Other benefits
include objectivity, consistency, and
ease of scaling due to ML-enabled automation in leveraging data already
available from SE development and
communication tools, which allows
real-time complex task management
in software development teams.
Because most modern ML-based
analytics approaches are available as
open source software, there is ample
choice of techniques to apply in assessing student teamwork effectiveness.
Those that support factor analysis are
preferable.

S

ETAP continues to grow data to
build a larger ML training database using activity data from
more than 70 student teams from the
last three years of our joint SE classes,
and hopes to soon make this database
available for use by other researchers
and educators. The project also plans
to publish results on the accuracy of
its analysis and which factors are most
predictive in TBL, as well as the ML
models and software it uses.
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then becomes, what topics must be
covered when training and educating students and professionals in
security analytics? This article serves
as an exposition of the essential concepts for comment and debate in
the field. We also share our teaching experiences, invite additional
research by exposing open security
issues, and touch on connections to
a cybersecurity education initiative.

Cybersecurity’s
Unique Challenges

Cybersecurity imposes some unique
challenges to data analytics techniques, which we describe briefly.

Dataset Availability

W

e live in an exciting period
of technological progress.
The 20th century was the age of
electricity and electronics, integrated circuits, computing, and the
Internet. We expect the present century to herald data analytics—data
and discovery through data analysis. Data analytics’ ultimate goal is
to achieve insight or cognitive computing by extracting interesting and
meaningful patterns, or knowledge,
from all types of data—record,
transaction, graphical, ordered, and
text. Thus, in our view, data analytics includes statistics, data mining,
machine learning, and natural language processing (NLP).
Why should cybersecurity professionals and students understand
data analytics? First, security challenges such as intrusion detection,
insider threats, malware detection, and phishing detection lack
exact algorithmic solutions. The
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boundary between normal and
anomalous behavior isn’t clear-cut,
especially because attackers are continuously improving their evasive
techniques and strategies. Second,
much software was designed and
developed before the Internet and
before software developers became
aware of the many cybersecurity
challenges. Third, text data in emails
and social media outlets tends to be
noisy, and understanding of natural
language for even clean document
text is extremely challenging (and
not just for computers!). Finally, the
large amount of data generated by,
for example, automatic logs and sensors necessitates efficient and automated data analytics techniques.
Recognition of these challenges has
led to the explosion of data analytics
applications in cybersecurity.
We believe that security analytics
provides the skills needed to address
today’s challenges. The question
Published by the IEEE Computer Society 
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Some security challenges, such
as insider attacks, lack datasets or
ground truth because of competition or privacy concerns. In such
cases, it’s very hard to make progress.

Imbalanced Datasets and
Diverse Data in Each Class
In security challenges such as intrusion detection, much legitimate data
is available, but not enough attack
traces. For challenges such as phishing, access to a diverse set of legitimate emails is lacking, but attacks can
be found on the Internet. Legitimate
emails are sometimes available but
have been sanitized for privacy reasons (for example, the email headers
in the Enron dataset). In some cases,
data is very diverse in each class,
which requires techniques that can
deal with imbalance and diversity.

Asymmetrical Costs
of Misclassification
For sophisticated email users, the
potential harm is less if a phishing
2469-7087/16/$33.00 © 2016 IEEE

1540-7993/15/$31.00 © 2015 IEEE

email is misclassified as legitimate. However, the potential harm
increases if a legitimate email is
misclassified as phishing. Also, in
network packet–based intrusion
detection, the vast number of nonattack packets means that even a
small fraction of false positives can
overload an intrusion detection system, rendering it unusable. Hence,
the false positives (we consider the
attacks “positive” in both examples)
should be minimized for such an
application. False negatives can be
very harmful in the case of malicious
software. Thus, data techniques are
needed that can take as input a cost
matrix for misclassifications.

Active Adversary
One of the most important differences between applying data analytics techniques to cybersecurity
versus other applications is the existence of malicious adversaries who
continually adapt their behavior to
hide their actions (so data distributions are nonstationary) and make
static data models useless. Unfortunately, traditional data analytics
techniques are insufficient to handle
such adversarial problems directly.
The adversaries adapt to the data
expert’s reactions, and data analytics algorithms constructed based on
a training dataset degrade quickly, a
problem usually referred to as adversarial learning.1–5
In many respects, the adversarial learning problem resembles
game theory’s two-player games.
Recent research often models the
problem as a game between a classifier and an adversary that modifies the data distributions.2,3
For many cybersecurity applications, the assumption that the
adversary doesn’t know the data
expert’s strategy is invalid; the adversary might obtain this information
by probing the data expert’s strategy models. For example, different
spam emails could be generated to
probe and understand the spam filter
www.computer.org/computingedge
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internals. Therefore, for many cybersecurity applications, the adversarial
learning problem is more appropriately modeled as a sequential game
between two players. The first player
must commit to a strategy before
the second player responds. Thus,
the responding player has partial or
complete information on the first,
which allows him or her to play an
optimal strategy. Adversarial learning is an active research area.

Potential Dataset Poisoning
Publicly available datasets could
be deliberately contaminated with
malicious intent. This could be considered one of the dangers of having an active adversary and treated
holistically. Note also that attackers
might poison the data in various
ways (for example, by controlling
spam generation).

Base-Rate Fallacy
Because an attack’s incidence varies
with the anticipated prize, when a
classifier that’s 95 percent accurate
predicts an attack, the probability of it being an attack isn’t actually 95 percent. For instance, when
the attack probability is low, say 10
percent, and the classifier for attack
is 90 percent accurate, then using
Bayes’ rule, a positive decision
from the classifier implies that the
attack’s probability rises to only 50
percent. Thus, the evaluation scenario for reporting results needs to
be realistic.

Attack Time Scale
A computer attacks’ time scale can
be extremely small, such that an
attack can compromise a system
and damage or steal data within a
fraction of a second of mounting the
attack. This means that the defender
must make critical decisions about
the appropriate reaction very
quickly. Reacting to false alarms
can cause the system to effectively
“attack itself.” Attackers sometimes
flood an intrusion detection system

with items known to trigger false
alarms to cause the system to be
ignored or to hide the real attack in
a flood of noise. We need methods
that can deal with time scale issues.

Data Analytics for
Cybersecurity: Essential
Concepts and Knowledge

We’ve organized the essential data
analytics knowledge into four
main themes: preprocessing data
and visualization, statistics, data
mining and machine learning for
security, and NLP for security. This
knowledge’s basic prerequisites are
mathematics and computer programming through data structures
and algorithms, which are already
typically included in a computer
science degree.

Preprocessing Data
and Visualization
Visualization can be an effective
way to put data patterns in context and to formulate hypotheses.
However, data might be noisy, have
missing or corrupted values, or
have attributes of widely varying
type and scale. The first case might
require a cleaning procedure, and
the second case, decisions on handling missing or corrupted values.
For visualization of text data, there
are two specific concerns: tokenization and normalization. Finally, elegant visualization techniques might
aid understanding of the attributes
of very different aspects.
Beyond a solid understanding of
the types of data and attributes (categorical, discrete, and continuous)
and their permissible operations,6
cybersecurity professionals and students must know how to preprocess
the data and attributes and how to
conduct discretization of continuous attributes and normalization
of the attributes that vary widely in
scale as appropriate for the specific
data analytics method. Finally, a
working knowledge of data querying tools would be useful.
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Statistics
A basic applied statistics course covering parameter estimation, confidence intervals, hypothesis tests
(parametric and nonparametric),
and Bayesian techniques is essential. Linear and logistic regression
are important tools for undergraduate and graduate students and
advanced practitioners, and are
essential for understanding many
of the machine-learning techniques
required for computer security
data analysis. Principal component
analysis and multidimensional scaling techniques are important for
multivariate data analysis.
Goodness-of-fit tests, model
selection and validation, and experimental design are important for
proper application and assessment
of statistical methods. Although we
don’t expect practitioners or students to become statisticians, they
should understand the basic ideas
behind these topics.
Various types of statistical
graphics are also important for
understanding data and guiding
the selection of appropriate analysis tools. These include scatter plots
and pairs plots (also called scatter
plot matrices), bar plots, histograms
and density plots, parallel coordinates plots, and mosaic plots (for
categorical data). A statistical data
visualization course can be a valuable addition to a curriculum that
covers statistical pattern recognition and machine learning.
Knowledge of a statistical software package such as R is desirable.
We strongly recommend a handson, applied statistics course that uses
such a software package rather than
a purely theoretical one, particularly
for practitioners. Advanced practitioners should be familiar with basic
timeseries analysis, including the
concepts of correlation, stationarity,
and nonstationarity. They should
also have a working knowledge of
basic models such as moving average and autoregressive models.
34
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Again, this knowledge should be
obtained in a hands-on course using
extensive real-world data.

Data Mining and Machine
Learning for Security
Somewhat arbitrarily, we distinguish between unsupervised and
supervised learning methods—
data mining and machine learning,
respectively. Briefly, unsupervised
means that the data item’s class attribute is either not present or ignored,
whereas supervised means that the
data item’s class attribute is both
present and used in a nontrivial way.
Students of data-mining and
machine-learning techniques need
thorough knowledge of data structures and algorithms at the junior
level and knowledge of databases
(new noSQL systems such as
Hadoop and Spark are desirable).
We believe that the following data-mining techniques are
essential: association rule mining, clustering, anomaly detection,
experimental design issues including cross validation and overfitting,
and applications of these concepts
to cybersecurity. In addition, students should get hands-on exposure
to at least one tool, such as Weka or
R. In association rule mining, students should learn the technique’s
assumptions, support and confidence, how frequent itemsets and
association rules are generated, and
techniques for evaluating the rules’
quality. For graduate students and
professionals, we would also include
compact representation of frequent
item sets and selected advanced topics in association analysis. In clustering, students should learn about
clustering methods’ assumptions,
K-means and K-medoids, agglomerative hierarchical clustering techniques, model-based clustering, and
cluster evaluation. Again, hands-on
exposure is essential. Among data
mining’s cybersecurity applications, we recommend intrusion
detection for anomaly detection

methods and malware analysis
for clustering techniques.7,8 Association analysis for security challenges isn’t as well explored as
other data-mining techniques.9
As the earlier discussion on
active adversaries suggests, basic
game theory should be taught as
part of either a specific data mining
for cybersecurity class or a regular
game theory class. (For example,
game theoretical knowledge might
be covered in the first two weeks
of a graduate-level data mining
for cybersecurity course; www
.utdallas.edu/muratk/courses
/dbmsec-15s.html.)
In machine learning, we strongly
recommend the following topics:
nearest neighbors, decision trees,
Bayesian classifiers, neural networks, support vector machines
(SVMs), and their cybersecurity
applications. For the serious cybersecurity student, we also recommend semisupervised learning,
timeseries prediction basics, and
nonstationarity. Dealing with nonstationarity requires incremental
classification methods.
There are incremental versions
of decision trees,10 Bayesian classifiers, neural networks, and SVMs.11
Various oversampling or undersampling methods are available for unbalanced data. However, we believe that
better success might lie in designing
generalizations of machine learning
classification techniques, such as the
so-called soft-margin SVM.12 For
graduate students and professionals,
we also recommend online learning
and ensemble algorithms, such as random forests and boosting.12 Applications of these classifiers include
filtering spam email (nearest neighbor
and Bayesian)13 and intrusion detection (neural networks and SVMs).14

NLP for Security
Prerequisites for NLP security applications include basic knowledge of
information retrieval techniques
such as retrieval models, Web search
May 2016
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including PageRank and the hubs Teaching Security
learning for nonstationarity. (More
and authorities algorithm, and infor- Analytics
details are available at http://
mation retrieval metrics such as Various formats are possible for capex.cs.uh.edu.)
recall, precision, and F-score.
teaching the essential concepts
One lesson from this offering is
We recommend teaching the to undergraduate and graduate that many cybersecurity examples
following NLP concepts and top- students. In spring 2015, author should be used to motivate all disics: N-grams, language models, Rakesh Verma taught the University cussions of data analytics. Another
Markov models including hidden of Houston’s first security analytics lesson (from a course taught by
Markov models (HMMs), topic course to advanced undergraduate author Murat Kantarcioglu) is that
segmentation, part-of-speech tag- and graduate students. He used a it’s critical to combine understandging, word-sense disambiguation, modular format, with each module ing of cybersecurity background
knowledge bases like WordNet, lasting three to four weeks. Each with data analytics knowledge.
and the security applications of module began with a 30-minute
A word of caution: although we
these concepts. N-grams have been pretest, continued to lectures on the believe that some knowledge of data
used in spam, authorship, and mal- module’s topics, and ended with a analytics and techniques is essenware detection.15–17 Language 30-minute posttest and a 45-minute tial for cybersecurity professionals
models are also useful
and students, it’s difficult
in authorship detection.
to ensure their expertise
We believe that security analytics
Markov models, includin these topics. Hence,
ing HMMs, have been
we anticipate that secuprovides the skills needed to address
applied to various security professionals will
today’s cybersecurity challenges.
rity challenges. The classtill need to work with
sic HMM reference is
data analytics experts,
Lawrence Rabiner’s “A
and having basic knowlTutorial on Hidden Maredge in the area will help
kov Models and Selected Applica- quiz. Modules included homework, ensure successful collaborations.
tions in Speech Recognition.”18 reading, and viewing assignments Data analytics experts will also benHMMs have been used in intrusion in addition to the in-class material efit, for example, by being able to
detection19 and traffic analysis,20 presented on the board or in slides. better prioritize the problems they
among other applications. Stu- This course’s four modules reflected work on.
dents and professional might learn the data analytics fields discussed
about incremental machine learn- in the previous section: basics of Toward a Science of
ing algorithms21 and an incremen- security, data mining for security, Security Analytics
tal Baum-Welch algorithm (here machine learning for security, and There are three major gaps in the
“incremental” refers to streaming NLP for security. Topics included nascent field of security analytics. The
data or timeseries analysis),22 as in the basics of security module first, which multiple participants of
well as nonstationary HMMs.23 were security goals (confidentiality, this year’s Workshop on Security and
Part-of-speech tagging, word- integrity, authentication, availabil- Privacy Analytics mentioned, is the
sense disambiguation, and knowl- ity, accountability, authorization, lack of good publicly available dataedge bases such as WordNet have and nonrepudiation), introduction sets. Such datasets provide normative
been used in phishing email detec- to cryptography, message integrity, standards against which all compettion.24,25 NLP techniques have also malware analysis, intrusion detec- ing techniques must be compared
been applied to phishing websites tion, denial-of-service attacks, and and are very common in other fields
and URL detection.26
brief reviews of software security (such as pattern recognition and visuMost of these NLP tech- and secure systems design. The alization). These datasets’ availability
niques are suitable for cyber- data mining and NLP for security would allow more rapid advances in
security students from diverse modules covered all the topics dis- the security analytics field. The secbackgrounds: information technol- cussed previously, except the incre- ond gap is that many classification
ogy, management information sys- mental models in the NLP section. methods don’t provide an intuitive,
tems, computer engineering, and The machine learning for security human-understandable explanation
computer science. Perhaps the only module also included the topics for their classification decisions.
exception is HMM, which might be described in the previous section, Finally, in many cybersecurity scemore appropriate for engineering with the exception of online learn- narios, an active adversary is trying to
and science students.
ing, learning for stream data, and defeat the classification algorithms.
www.computer.org/computingedge
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Further Reading

N

umerous resources are available for readers interested in learning more about this article’s topics.1–8 For statistical learning specifically, we refer readers to An Introduction to Statistical Learning with Applications in R for undergraduate students2 and The Elements
of Statistical Learning: Data Mining, Inference, and Prediction for graduate students and professionals.9
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Connections to the
National Initiative for
Cybersecurity Education

Version 1.0 of the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education
(NICE) Framework comprises
31 specialty areas organized into
seven categories (for the complete
list, see http://csrc.nist.gov/nice
/framework). For obvious reasons,
we believe that four of these categories directly consume data analytics
concepts and techniques: securely
provision, protect and defend,
investigate, and analyze.

W

e explored the evolving
field of security analytics,
describing essential knowledge for
serious cybersecurity professionals
and students and identifying the
field’s current challenges and gaps.
Readers interested in learning more
about these topics are referred to
the “Further Reading” sidebar.
Yogi Berra is famously quoted
as having said, “It’s hard to make
predictions, especially about the
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future.” Yet, we attempt a forecast.
Demand for data science and data
analytics graduates has seen a significant uptick in the past five years,
with companies like Mu Sigma
and Two Sigma achieving success
as a generalist and a financial firm,
respectively. Under its platforms, Mu
Sigma lists data sciences. We predict
that demand for graduates in security analytics will increase for the
foreseeable future (for example, see
a report claiming that big data will
revolutionize cybersecurity in the
next two years; http://cloudtimes
.org/2014/02/12/gartner-report
-big-data-will-revolutionize-the
-cybersecurity-in-next-two-year).
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I

n June 2014, the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL) hosted a workshop on “Semantic Interaction: Coupling Cognition and
Computation through Usable Interactive Analytics.” The focus of this workshop was user interaction, specifically as it pertains to visual analytics
systems. It brought together researchers from visualization, data mining, and human-computer
interaction to discuss the current and future challenges for visual analytics.
User interaction has traditionally been a method
designed to place a “human in the loop” by augmenting system parameters to explore data and
gain insights. However, this workshop focused on
the hypothesis that visual analytics systems can leverage user interaction not only as a way for users
to directly control the system but also as a way to
systematically study and analyze user interactions
to learn about the users and their cognitive processes. That is, the goal is to treat user interaction
as valuable data from which data and user models
can be systematically inferred and used to guide
analytic models of the system. This user interaction paradigm is known as semantic interaction (see
the sidebar for a more detailed definition). As a
result, visual analytics systems (including visual-
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ization and computation) can provide the external
affordances needed to aid in sensemaking.
The continued success of visual analytics is
predicated on the ability of users to interactively
explore information. Humans think about their
data through interactive visual exploration, including testing hypotheses, exploring anomalies,
and other cognitive processes of building understanding from data. The claim that these insights
are generated as a result of the interaction leads
us to posit that user interaction must play a more
central role in visual analytics systems, serving as
the method for coupling cognition and computation. This report summarizes the discussions generated during the PNNL workshop in the form of
claims and design guidelines for the next generation of visual analytics systems.

Visual Analytics and Sensemaking
Visual analytics provides carefully designed combinations of computational and visual affordances
to aid cognitive processes of visually exploring and
analyzing data. User interaction is fundamental to
this process because it enables users to act upon
their subject matter expertise by posing questions
and hypotheses about the data to the system. Tra-
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Semantic Interaction

S

emantic interaction is an approach for user interaction tailored to visual analytics systems.1 By definition,
semantic interaction translates interactions performed on
high-level visual artifacts of the data into low-level analytic
models adjustments. The goal of semantic interaction is to
couple cognitive and computational processes through visualization, mapping low-level analytic model adjustments
with high-level user interactions. For example, interactions
such as highlighting text, organizing documents spatially,
note-taking, and searching perform those direct actions,
but the system also infers the analytical reasoning embedded in the interactions to reweight the feature space of
the document corpus, extract new features, and ultimately
calculate a spatialization of documents based on the user
and the machine’s feedback regarding grouping.2 As a
result, the system’s domain experts are abstracted from
the low-level parameterization of the underlying analytic
model of the system. However, through the inference of
the user interactions performed at the high level (that
is, native to the domain and within the user’s expertise),
the power of the computational models can be leveraged
without their complexity. For visual data analysis, such an
interaction methodology is particularly important because
it enables users to act upon their subject matter expertise
by posing questions and hypotheses about the data to the
system without requiring them to translate their cognitive
artifacts into computational actions.
A fundamental component of semantic interaction is the
systematic inference performed on the user interactions in
order to model specific aspects of the user (interest, task,

ditionally, the principles of direct manipulation
were simply applied to such models by using control panels to directly manipulate model parameters.1 Typically, these principles are applied in the
form of a control panel, containing visual widgets
such as sliders, buttons, or query fields that are
coupled with the parameters of a visual representation in the main view. For the purpose of interactive machine learning, these interfaces provide
feedback in an expressive and formal way (such
as parameters to the algorithms or for standard
training and labeling tasks).
However, for users and their analytic tasks,
these interactions may present significant usability issues because they force them out of their
cognitive flow or zone and may place fundamental limitations on sensemaking activities. Reasoning about data is an inherently cognitive activity,
where the mental artifacts that we leverage to reason can manifest themselves at different semantic
and symbolic levels of detail. Thus, a gap exists between the cognitive constructs and manipulations
www.computer.org/computingedge

bias, and so on). For example, studying users analyzing a
text dataset using ForceSPIRE, researchers have shown that
the adaptation of the model over time serves as a good
approximation for the features (such as text terms and
phrases) of the dataset that the users reported as interesting.3 Similarly, data models can also be produced of
other high-dimensional datasets via semantic interaction
approaches.4 Also, users can explore the temporal aspect
of data directly within a scatterplot by moving points along
their paths, reflecting the change in values temporally.5
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humans employ to think and reason about information and the interactive affordances that user
interfaces offer them. Exploiting humans merely
as data labelers or parameter tuners misuses human expertise and skills, forcing us to adapt to
formal algorithmic methods and a priori parameter specifications when our strengths are in incremental informal reasoning. More importantly,
it misses a major opportunity for the potential
benefits of coupling cognition and computation.
We contend that a new methodology to couple the
cognitive and computational components of such
systems is necessary. Therefore, we need a science
of interaction to enable visual analytics systems to
couple cognitive and computational processes. We
suggest semantic interaction as a potential user interaction paradigm for visual analytics.

Interaction Methodologies for Visual
Analytics
As a result of the discussions at the PNNL workshop, we contend that there are two categories of
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
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Low level

High level

Computer
Model

Human
Outputs

Cognition
Desired outputs

Inputs
Interaction

Desired inputs

Model–1

Loss?
Figure 1. Model of a direct manipulation interface. Users are responsible
for translating their desired output and thus must understand how to
augment the model. This is a potentially lossy process.

semantic interaction (or both, depending on the
system design).
Figure 1 models this analytic process when
direct manipulation interfaces are used. Direct
manipulation interfaces allow users to engage in
analytic discourse with their data through graphical affordances that control various attributes of
the analytic model and visualization (such as sliders to filter values and menus to change visual
encodings).1 Direct manipulation specifies the following three properties for interaction design for
information visualization:
■

■

Low level

High level

■

Computer

Human

Model

Cognition

Outputs

Inputs
Model–1

Desired outputs

Interaction

Loss?
Figure 2. Model of a semantic interaction interface. The interaction is
designed to allow users to maintain a higher level of cognitive state. The
translation happens on the computer side.

user interaction design with which the user can
communicate with the system: direct manipulation and semantic interaction. The differences
in the principles between these two interaction
methodologies can be found in earlier work;2 for
the purposes of this article, we focus on the implications that the choice of design has on the user’s
analytic discourse.
In general, data and analytic models transform low-level data characteristics into highlevel concepts or topics. In visual analytics, these
are typically communicated to the user via visualization. As a result, humans using the system
can reason about the information at a higher
level. Furthermore, the act of sensemaking is an
interactive process, where thinking is supported
by both static visuals and the interactive affordances of the tool. As such, users have the choice
of interacting with—and thus thinking about—
their data with either direct manipulation or
96
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continuous representation of the object of interest,
physical actions or labeled button presses instead of complex syntax, and
rapid incremental reversible operations whose
impact on the object of interest is immediately
visible.1

By design, this requires users to translate their
cognitive artifacts and goals into low-level interactions in the system. This translation could be
lossy depending on the usability issues that could
arise out of a mismatch of domains during this
translation—that is, when the users perform the
translation from their goals to their plan of action
(or interaction, in this case).
In comparison, Figure 2 illustrates a semantic
interaction interface. Semantic interaction uses
interaction as data about the users, their processes, and their subject matter expertise. This
data source is then systematically analyzed to
learn data and user models, from which visual
analytics systems can adapt accordingly. Semantic interaction interfaces produce this coupling by
leveraging the visual metaphor as the mapping
function and the visual encoding as the interaction interface by which users perform their visual
data exploration.
The fundamental difference between direct manipulation and semantic interaction interfaces is
that, in the latter, the interactions are designed
on the higher-level artifacts of the visualization
and the system is responsible for performing the
translation into the adaptations to the underlying
model(s) it uses. These could include user, data,
and other models used for adaptive computation.
This translation is likely to incur some signal loss
as well. However, we hypothesize that, for some
applications leveraging complex analytic models,
the loss is reduced over the direct manipulation
alternative. Maintaining the user interaction at
the higher level can also lead to the inference of
May 2016

the user’s higher-level cognitive processes for the
purpose of visual analytics systems.

Design Principles for Visual Analytics Systems
An outcome of the PNNL workshop was an understanding of the design guidelines for visual analytics systems that seek to use semantic interaction:
1. Systems must be able to capture and understand users’ actions.
2. Systems must be able to make inferences based
on users’ interactions.
3. Systems must be able to react and take initiative based on the inferences at three levels: interface, computation, and cognitive.
This section summarizes the discussions that resulted in these guidelines. They include claims
from the workshop as well as supporting discussion and select literature to support the claims.

can be captured by various motion-tracking devices outfitted in the room. Furthermore, the
analysis of these physical navigation actions and
strategies can reveal the effectiveness of the visualization design decisions. These, as well as other
physiological measures (such as EEG, functional
MRI [fMRI], and functional near-infrared spectroscopy [fNIRS]), can increase the amount of information about a user that can be modeled and
ultimately recast into interactions with mixedinitiative analytics systems.6

2. Inferring Analytical Reasoning
Claim: The analytic reasoning is embedded
in the user interaction data and can be systematically analyzed to recreate facets of the
user’s reasoning processes.
Building upon claim 1, the participants of the
PNNL workshop contend that there are artifacts

1. Capturing User Actions
Claim: We can capture and store a stream of
user interaction data, including both virtual
interactions and physical actions.
User interactions are a quantitative realization of
a user’s cognitive processes during data exploration. As such, the interaction logs captured during
analysis can be used as data. This interaction data
about the user can be captured from two sources:
virtual interactions and physical actions.
Logs of virtual interactions are produced from
the interactions that users perform within a user
interface. Prior work has studied user interaction
in this context. For example, Wenwen Dou and his
colleagues showed that interaction logs can be analyzed to understand specific low-level analytical
processes of the users who performed them.3 Most
importantly, these results indicate that a detectable connection exists between the low-level user
interaction and the high-level analytic processes
of users when it comes to visual data exploration.
Fundamentally, the understanding of how user interaction fits into the exploratory process frames
the science of interaction.4
The physical environment in which users perform their analysis can also be instrumented with
various sensors, which can populate a dataset of
physical actions or attributes that humans exhibit
while analyzing data. For example, visualizations
on large displays let users physically navigate the
visualization (that is, panning and zooming is replaced with walking).5 These physical movements
www.computer.org/computingedge

User interactions are a quantitative
realization of a user’s cognitive processes
during data exploration.
of the user’s reasoning process that can be reverseengineered from the user interaction logs. These
methods (which are not mutually exclusive) include data models, user models, task models, rolebased models, and more.
One area that this discussion draws from is user
modeling, where the goal is to reconstruct a user’s
relevant profile by analyzing their interactions
with a complex visualization tool. For example,
Eli Brown and his colleagues demonstrated that a
user’s performance during a visual search task, as
well as aspects of a user’s personality profile, can
be inferred and predicted in real time.7 Similarly,
biometrics used for authenticating the user can be
inferred from the person’s raw mouse movements,
suggesting a connection between the movements
we produce and our holistic cognitive and motor
systems as individuals. Also, studying eye-tracking
data can reflect a user’s personality traits and cognitive abilities. For example, the System U tool can
automatically identify users’ full personality profiles by examining as little as 200 of their Twitter
postings.8
Data modeling can also be leveraged and might
consist of a weighting of data features applied in
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
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a weighted dimensionality reduction algorithm.
Such a model can more accurately represent the
approximation of the data with respect to the
user’s expertise in the domain. Thus, instead of
requiring users to directly manipulate the input
weighting of features, semantic interaction enables users to manipulate the output visualization
of the information (the visualization itself). The
weighting of data features and dimensions can be
inferred from these interactions within the visual
metaphor and encoding generated algorithmically. Within a spatial metaphor, prior work has
shown how user interactions such as reorganizing the information directly within the spatial
layout can be used to infer the weighting of the
features that make up the high-dimensional data,
such as observation-level interaction (OLI)9 and
Dis-Function.10
Many other models have been explored in the
visual analytics community to characterize and
categorize user interactions and tasks.

The science of interaction is critical to the
continued success of visual analytics.
3. Machine-Initiated Action
Claim: The system can take initiative based
on the inferred analytical reasoning.
In defining future directions of visual analytics,
the PNNL workshop discussed how to leverage the
rich information within a system. That is, how can
the system become an analytically valuable collaborator given what it knows about the user? We
summarize that there are three types of adaptive
system behaviors:
■

■

■

interface-level actions are visible and “in line”
with what users need or expect,
computation-level actions are those that users
might not be aware of but that will assist their
analysis process, and
cognitive-level actions steer or guide the users’
analytic processes.

Adaptive user interfaces and visualization systems have been an important research topic in
the HCI community. Interfaces such as SUPPLE
have demonstrated that a system can learn a user’s motor disabilities or the limitations of the
device (such as smartphone and tablet) and then
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automatically adapt the size and positioning of
UI elements to generate an interface that is optimal to the user and the device.11 Moving beyond
visual-level adaptations, systems can also adapt
based on the amount of information presented
to the user.
In addition to interface-level adaptation, adaptive analytics algorithms and computation systems
can also benefit from having knowledge about the
user’s analysis processes. For example, user-guided
computation that leverages knowledge of the user’s
analysis process and goals can lead to advances in
efficient, online algorithms that compute only the
information the user needs. As the user explores
the data, these algorithms can incrementally increase (decrease) detail by incorporating more
(less) data. Such an analytic engine can maintain
a small memory footprint while providing the user
with rich information throughout the user’s exploration process.
Lastly, we posit that there are adaptive systems
that can be aware of the user’s cognitive states,
abilities, and limitations and appropriately supplement the user’s analysis accordingly. This adaptive behavior may often be contradictory to the
user’s analytic process or strategy, but it may
benefit the final analysis outcomes nonetheless.
For example, if a system can detect that a user is
suffering from confirmation bias during an investigation, it should not continue to seek supporting
evidence but should instead challenge the user’s
beliefs by presenting alternate, possibly conflicting information and hypothesis. For example, if a
user is focusing an investigation on a large document corpus on one specific theme or topic (as
detected by the system), an adaptive system may
recommend alternative hypotheses or evidence to
support more than one theme. Furthermore, as
users seek evidence to support one hypothesis,
the system could collect refuting evidence on
behalf of the users and present it at an opportune monument. Incorporating the knowledge of
cognitive processes into adaptive visualizations
has not been extensively investigated by the visual
analytics community, and it remains one of the
open challenges outlined by James Thomas and
Kristin Cook.12

T

he science of interaction is critical to the continued success of visual analytics. For visual
data analysis, the participants of the PNNL workshop contend that user interaction is as important
to study as the visualization of the information
itself or the analytic models being developed and
May 2016

optimized. The field of information visualization
has made great strides in understanding methods
for visualizing data characteristics, attributes, relationships, and so on. The next challenges for visual analytics reside in understanding how these
visual representations can be used as external, digital aids for sensemaking and thus how they can
afford reasoning and interaction. This workshop
illuminated a number of such challenges, which
we pose as open problems to both the visualization
community and beyond.
The participants of this workshop were primarily
from the visualization community, and we recognize that the visualization community cannot realize the entire research agenda of developing a science
of interactions alone. As data size and complexity
continue to increase and as data and visual analytics systems become more sophisticated, continued engagement and involvement from disciplines
including the cognitive sciences, data sciences, and
mathematics will become even more important as
we strive to address these open challenges and make
high-impact breakthroughs.
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Understanding the
Human Condition
through Survey
Informatics
Adam Eck, Leen-Kiat Soh, Kristen Olson, Allan L. McCutcheon,
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Survey informatics leverages two separate but
vital areas of research—survey methodology
and computer science and engineering—to
advance the state of the art in each and
improve our understanding of the human
experience.

O

ur interactions with the world around us
generate a wealth of information about our
attitudes, behaviors, opinions, and knowledge. This information has traditionally
been gathered through self-administered questionnaires
and interviews that can take anywhere from a few minutes to more than an hour to complete. However, limits
on available time imposed by the growing complexity of
our daily routines, coupled with annoyance at being inundated by pop-up Web survey requests and unsolicited
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telemarketing calls, are leading to
declining response rates.1 Consequently, gathering high-quality data
about the human condition through
surveys is increasingly difficult.
To overcome this problem, survey methodologists and
researchers are expanding the use of computing technology to gather data more effectively and efficiently. For
example, the US Census Bureau plans to offer multiple response modes, including the Web, for the upcoming 2020
census.2 In addition, session logs of interactions with survey software provide valuable paradata that can be used to
better understand respondent and interviewer behavior,3
as well as to adapt the survey in real time to improve the
quantity and quality of data collected.
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As Figure 1 shows, researchers are
also tapping into the growing amount
of digital information collected as a
by-product of our everyday interactions.4 For instance, payment transactions record the goods and services
that we value, ubiquitous/pervasive
computing technologies and personal
sensing devices provide context to
our activities in real-world environments, administrative records provide details about our histories and
personal information through official
medical and government records, and
social media reveal our interests and
associations. Utilizing these digital
information sources could alleviate
the burden on respondents and collect
valuable data in less time and at lower
cost than traditional surveys.
However, these trends also pose
challenges requiring the expertise of
computer scientists and engineers as
well as survey methodologists, statisticians, and domain experts5 in an
interdisciplinary field we term survey informatics. As Figure 2 shows,
this collaboration could improve
survey methodology and research as
well as benefit computer science and
engineering.

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
IMPROVEMENTS

Computer science and engineering
advances can be leveraged to improve
survey data collection, management,
and analysis.

Automation with intelligent agents

Intelligent agents can power new automated applications for survey data
collection. For instance, there’s growing interest in using embodied conversational agents (ECAs) as “virtual
interviewers” to replace their human
counterparts in traditional surveys.6
In such a setting, the ECA—possibly
represented by an avatar or animated
person—engages a human respondent
www.computer.org/computingedge

Ubiquitous/pervasive computing

Electronic transactions

Administrative records
Personal sensing

Social media

Surveys

Figure 1. Digital information sources could help improve surveys by alleviating the
burden on respondents and by collecting valuable data in less time and at lower cost
than traditional methods.

in conversational dialog to ask survey
questions, provide clarifications, and
probe for deeper responses to gather
the desired information.
Intelligent user interfaces and
agents can also autonomously monitor and model respondent behavior
and progress within Web-based selfquestionnaires to tailor the survey to
individuals with adaptive survey design and thereby maximize the quality
and/or quantity of information being
gathered. For instance, if the respondent is slowing down when providing
responses, an agent might predict that
the respondent is becoming bored and
will then intervene to increase the
likelihood that the respondent finishes the survey. Behind the scenes, intelligent agents equipped with natural
language processing capabilities can
record, interpret, and summarize human responses as well as postprocess

survey data to automatically provide
interview transcripts, code responses,
and tag metadata.

Data augmentation

Data augmentation can mitigate the
burden of taking surveys on participants by allowing more data to be
collected with less effort.7 Mobile devices with embedded sensors such as
GPS and accelerometers can be used
to passively obtain a user’s location,
health, and other momentary data
throughout the day without requiring active entry. Respondents can also
use smartphones to record their daily
behavior in real time—for example,
in activity or dietary diaries. Emerging ubiquitous/pervasive computing
technologies could collect various
types of passive data, especially as
the Internet of Things begins to permeate everyday environments.
NOVEMBER 2015
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Figure 2. Survey informatics integrates complementary techniques and technologies
from survey methodology and from computer science and engineering, benefiting
both fields.

In addition, information mined in
social networks can be used to model
public opinion without the need
for individual interactions, potentially eliminating respondent burden.
For instance, researchers have used
unemployment-related keywords in
tweets to accurately estimate unemployment insurance claims.8 Although
reliable statistical analyses require
gold-standard survey or administrative data to validate their results, information mining is more timely and less
obtrusive.

Gamification

One way to address decreasing
survey response rates is through
gamification—incorporating aspects
of computer games in surveys to motivate participation and completion,
which are novel expressions of traditional elements of survey recruitment.9 For instance, Nielsen researchers have studied the effect of enabling
respondents to accumulate “points”
and earn “badges” for successfully
completing particular tasks to retain
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participation in longitudinal or panel
surveys.10 Because not all surveys or
target populations are appropriate for
gamification, the decision whether to
follow this approach must be considered carefully.

Intelligent data analysis

Increases in the volume, velocity, and
variety of available data necessitate
big data management and analysis
solutions that are often outside the
expertise of survey researchers and
their information consumers.5 Pattern
recognition, data mining, and data
visualization techniques enable the
automated discovery of key relationships and patterns in large quantities
of collected data, replacing or complementing current methods of statistical
data analysis.
For instance, sequential machine
learning methods are useful for modeling survey respondent behavior captured through paradata. These models
in turn enable survey researchers to
better understand how respondents
act while completing surveys, as well

ComputingEdge

as guide intelligent agents to adapt
surveys in real time—for example,
by predicting when respondents are
about to quit the survey and, in response, triggering appropriate intervention mechanisms.

Advances in encryption, cryptography,
automated anonymization, and other
cybersecurity technologies could increase the protection of privacy and
confidentiality of data at survey organizations. This is vital, as such organizations collect and archive growing
volumes of survey data that, when
combined, could be used to re-identify
respondents. Although such data can
be of great public benefit—for example,
by enhancing social science research—
it can also be used by malicious attackers to commit identity theft or harm
the survey organization.

BENEFITS TO COMPUTER
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Much knowledge and expertise from
survey methodology could also benefit
computer science and engineering.

Rich research domain

Survey applications constitute a robust, real-world domain for computer
scientists and engineers to test hypotheses and explore novel solutions.
For instance, survey data often suffers
from noise (such as measurement errors resulting in incorrect responses),
class imbalance (such as rare opinions
or beliefs held by small subpopulations), and missing data (such as item
nonresponses). This data provides
rich opportunities for researchers to
evaluate new machine learning, data
mining, pattern recognition, and data
visualization techniques.

Better user interface
and HCI design

Lessons learned from survey methodology can be used to improve
human-interfacing software and
hardware products. For instance,
research on survey instrument and
May 2016
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questionnaire design, including vi
sual layout, can lead to better user
interfaces, especially in preference
elicitation and recommender sys
tems. Furthermore, extensive knowl
edge of survey participants’ social
and cognitive psychology, as well
as of interviewer and respondent
behaviors, could inform the design
of various human−computer inter
action (HCI) systems—for instance,
automated systems in which auto
nomous agents or robots are respon
sible for both determining and re
sponding to human needs.

SURVEY INFORMATICS
CONCERNS

Alongside advances in data collec
tion and analysis are several concerns
about their integration with survey
methodology.5,12
First, there’s an emerging debate
about the need to continue collect
ing data through surveys given that
our everyday activities and behav
iors are increasingly being recorded
through our online interactions as
well as passively and automatically
through mobile devices and sensors

commonplace, public pressure is
mounting for tighter privacy protec
tions. Cybersecurity advances, cou
pled with novel anonymization and
deidentification techniques from sur
vey methodology, must keep pace with
hacking technology to safeguard sen
sitive information.

S

urvey informatics leverages
two separate but vital areas
of research—survey meth
odology and computer science and

Statistical analysis frameworks

Survey methodologists are experts at
building statistically sound, aggre
gate models from randomly sampled,
lowlevel data and can offer tech
niques and insights to address simi
lar problems faced by computer sci
entists and engineers. For instance,
an American Association for Public
Opinion Research task force has pro
posed a Big Data Total Error (BDTE)
framework with the goal of quanti
fying error and precision through
out the collection, management, and
analysis of big data that could be use
ful across numerous domains.5

Anonymization and
de-identification

Privacy and confidentiality are pil
lars of survey methodology, as re
spondents would never agree to par
ticipate without reliable assurances
that the survey organization has ad
equate mechanisms to protect their
identities and the information they
provide. Such mechanisms include
anonymizing data after it has been
collected by removing names, ad
dresses, and other personally iden
tifiable information, as well as pre
venting combinations of seemingly
anonymized data from being used
by malicious attackers to identify
people.11 Survey methodologists’ an
onymization and deidentification
techniques could be incorporated
into cybersecurity mechanisms.
www.computer.org/computingedge

Survey applications constitute a robust, realworld domain for computer scientists to test
hypotheses and explore novel solutions.
in the environment. Why expend con
siderable time, money, and effort on
a survey when a wealth of user data
can be obtained from social media,
smartphones, and the like? However,
traditional surveys still offer advan
tages over big data such as more tar
geted data collection and the ability
to capture deeper information about
people’s preferences, beliefs, opinions,
and knowledge. The approaches thus
complement each other and together
will lead to a better understanding of
the human condition.12
Second, there are concerns about
the generalizability of analytical re
sults based on big data, which are of
ten collected using nonprobability
sampling. For example, the data cap
tured through social media, smart
phones, personal fitness devices, and
so on typically does not represent the
general population but instead dispro
portionally younger, wealthier, and
more technologysavvy individuals.
It remains an open question how ap
plicable analysis of this data is to cat
egories of people who might think and
behave very differently.
Third, as electronic data collec
tion grows and data breaches become

engineering—to advance the state
of the art in each, much like bioin
formatics and other “informatics”
driven agendas. We encourage other
computer scientists and engineers
to work with survey methodologists
to help tackle some of the challeng
ing problems arising through the in
creased use of computing technology
in survey data collection and analy
sis to improve our understanding of
the human experience and the world
in which we live.
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EIC’s Message
Working with the Domain Experts
Yong Rui
Microsoft
Research

M

ultimedia is a research area that is
uniquely positioned to serve as a bridge
between innovative computing tools and datarich vertical domains. Our work can further
advance the state of the art in both multimedia
and other areas, incubating more technologies,
if we leverage this unique position.

Learning from Botanists
I was recently invited to give a keynote at a biodiversity symposium. In my talk, I covered a
brief history of machine-vision computing
tools, from SIFT (scaled invariant feature transform) to DPM (deformable parts model) and to
DNN (deep neural networks). I talked about the
ups and downs of neural networks and their
application in digits recognition, face detection, and image classification.
I specifically talked about a recent collaboration with botanists in building a large-scale
plant recognition system. We reported promising results, and audience members—mostly
researchers in biodiversity—were excited to see
the significant progress in plant classification
and recognition. They were particularly
impressed by the power of DNN.
What impressed me most during this
research collaboration with the botanists was
learning about the vertical domain knowledge
in plants. Seemingly simple, recognizing plants
and flowers can be very challenging. For example, the appearance of a single flower can be different from that of a group of flowers, a top

Correction
In the October–December 2015 issue, the acknowledgments for the
article, “A Machine Intelligence Approach to Virtual Ballet Training,”
by Paisarn Muneesawang and his colleagues, should have included
the following: “This work is partially supported by the Discovery
Grant of Natural Sciences and Engineering Council of Canada (No.
238813/2010) and the Key International Collaboration Grant of
National Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 61210005).”
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view can be different from a side view, and a
flower with leaves and stems can be different
from just the flower itself. The botanists taught
us that using all parts of a flower can significantly improve classification accuracy.

Classification and Recognition
Designing a classification and recognition system for all entities in the world is, of course, difficult. However, if we start with some important
vertical domains, we might be able to achieve
good results with help from domain experts.
The plant classification system presents one
such example. Last year, we also worked on dog
classification and bird classification. Because we
worked closely with the domain experts, we
were able to approach the problem from the
right angles and make good progress.
Reflecting on these successful examples, I
made the following observations about multimedia research, especially in terms of classification and recognition.
Divide and Conquer
Developing a high-precision and high-recall
recognition system for all animals and plants is
extremely difficult. However, if we take a
divide-and-conquer approach and work closely
with domain experts, we can go far.
Exploit Domain Expertise
Although DNNs are powerful—for example,
they can simultaneously select and recognize
features—we still need domain expertise. For
example, in plants recognition, just focusing
on the “flower” is not sufficient—you must also
consider the leaves, stems, and fruit. In a bird
recognition system, in addition to using the
head as a feature, we must also consider the
wing and tail.
Gather Data
We observed again and again with plant recognition that classification performance is poor
when there is little training data. There are two

Published by the IEEE Computer Society 
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ways to increase the amount of data: use smart
algorithms to generate more data, and work
with domain experts to find more data.

Yong Rui is the assistant managing director at Microsoft
Research Asia, leading research efforts in the areas of multimedia search, knowledge mining, and social and urban
computing. Contact him at yongrui@microsoft.com.

Y

ou’d be surprised how much more data
you can find when working with the right
domain experts. I highly recommend it!
MM

This article originally appeared in
IEEE MultiMedia, vol. 23, no. 1, 2016.
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The Precision Medicine
Initiative and Pervasive
Health Research
Stephen Intille, Northeastern University

I

t’s an exciting time to be thinking
about how to improve health. IEEE
Pervasive Computing and other technical publications increasingly include
innovative research proposing the use
of mobile consumer technologies, such
as sensor-enabled smartphones, to help
people stay healthy, cope with chronic
conditions, and avoid or recover from
serious illness. Thousands of creative
smartphone apps have been designed
to help as well, and the availability and
sophistication of consumer-based fitness and wellness devices have exploded
the past few years. Increasingly fashionable health-feedback devices, such as
activity monitors, heart rate monitors,
and smartwatches, are being adopted
and regularly worn by consumers.
In the US, new healthcare laws, such
as the Affordable Care Act, are starting to shift financial incentives away
from “sick” care and toward promoting sustainable health. Countries with
single-payer health systems are intensely

CORRECTION
In the Pervasive Health department
of the October–December 2015 issue,
“Pervasive Health 2015,” by Michael
Gonzales and Hanna Schneider, it
should have been noted that Bert
Arnrich and Cem Ersoy were general
chairs of the Pervasive Health Conference 2015 and provided the figures
appearing in the department.
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interested in using technology to lower
the cost of delivering care, as demographic changes are leading to aging
populations. Major medical research
funding institutions, such as the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) in
the US, are supporting large research initiatives, such as the Big Data to Knowledge initiative (https://datascience.nih.
gov/bd2k). There is hope that big data
will have a transformative impact on
our understanding of health, leading to
more effective and efficient healthcare
delivery.
Despite this enthusiasm, we’re only
in the early stage of understanding
whether mobile and pervasive health
technologies—including those evaluated in published, small-scale, shortterm experiments—will translate into
provably sustainable improvements
in health outcomes and overall quality of life. Will the reality live up to
the hype? And will the research that
some of us are conducting help to collectively figure that out?
The evidence base demonstrating
that mobile and pervasive healthcare
apps can lead to meaningful, practical,
sustainable, and cost-effective health
outcome improvements is currently
sparse. And we still await a major
health breakthrough made possible
only with mobile health-measurement
tools. We need more than new ideas
demonstrating how we might use
mobile and pervasive technologies to

support health. We need new research
into innovative methods to prove that
these technologies will be efficacious,
effective, useful, and feasible when they
scale from small pilot studies to large
populations. A new US government
initiative, the Precision Medicine Initiative (PMI), might offer opportunities to
accelerate such research in mobile and
pervasive health.

GEnESIS of thE PrECISIon
MEdICInE InItIatIvE
On 20 January 2015, President Barack
Obama announced planning would
begin for the PMI. The concept of
precision medicine, sometimes called
“personalized medicine,” is that health
treatments, including behavioral and
drug therapies, are tailored to an individual based on genetic makeup and
exposome. This “exposome” includes
environmental and personal factors,
such as behavior and behavioral history, that impact health. President
Obama noted in launching this initiative that “delivering the right treatments, at the right time, every time
to the right person” would transform
health and lead to “one of the greatest
opportunities for new medical breakthroughs that we have ever seen.”1
In the PMI plan, those aspirational
breakthroughs will come about from
assembling and studying a massive
cohort of one million or more people
living in the US. These individuals will
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MASSIvE COHORT STUDIES
voluntarily contribute both biomedical
specimen and behavioral data, and they
will be followed longitudinally, likely
for decades. The project is being compared in scope and potential impact to
the Human Genome Project, a 13+ year
unprecedented international biomedical collaboration between government
and academic and commercial entities.
President Obama has remarked that
“just like analyzing our DNA teaches
us more about who we are than ever
before, analyzing data from one of
the largest research populations ever
assembled will teach us more about
the connections between us than ever
before. And this new information will
help doctors discover the causes, and
one day the cures, of some of the most
deadly diseases that we face.”1

Other large cohorts for medical research in development, similar to the proposed
Precision Medicine, include the following:
• the UK Biobank (.5 million people; www.ukbiobank.ac.uk),
• Iceland’s deCODE (more than 160,000 people; www.decode.com),
• the China Kadoorie Biobank (.5 million people; www.ckbiobank.org/site), and
• the US Million Veteran Program (more than 420,000 people; www.research.
va.gov/mvp).
Some large studies are also already experimenting with the use of mobile data collection.
For example, the UK Biobank and US National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes.htm) surveillance studies have collected week-long wrist-worn
raw accelerometer datasets from tens of thousands of participants. The Harvard-based
Women’s Health Study has collected similar data from the waists from over 17,000 people
(http://whs.bwh.harvard.edu). The influential Framingham Heart Study (www.framingham
heartstudy.org) is experimenting with a variety of digital data collection tools, as is the Harvard Nurses’ Health Study (www.channing.harvard.edu/nhs). Also new are much smaller, but
highly instrumented cohorts, such as the Google Baseline Study.1

RefeRenCe
1. A. Barr, “Google’s New Moonshot Project: the Human Body,” The Wall Street J., 27 July 2014;
www.wsj.com/articles/google-to-collect-data-to-define-healthy-human-1406246214.

PMI EvolutIon
After being announced in January, the
PMI planning process has proceeded
rapidly. A working group, assembled
and led by the NIH director, hosted
four workshops. Representatives from
academia, industry, advocacy groups,
and the general public provided guidance. The workshops covered unique
scientific opportunities, digital health
data, participant engagement and health
equity, and mobile and personal technologies. Experts in mobile and pervasive
computing, including myself, provided
perspectives during the six days of talks
and discussions (see www.youtube.
com/channel/UCQId1TfpwPaYiDIGlxEhlkA), which collectively provide an
overview of the opportunities and challenges of doing massive-scale mobile
health research. The working group
then assembled a report describing plans
for the program, released in September
2015,2 which was subsequently followed by a request for applications in
November 2015 to start implementing
various program components.
Recruiting Participants and
Gathering Data
The report recommends that a cohort
of a million or more people be recruited

www.computer.org/computingedge
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over a four-year period that will serve
as a “new, broadly accessible, national
research resource of volunteers.” 2
Each person “must agree to share their
health data, provide a biospecimen, and
be recontacted for future research.”
Using a citizen-science approach, any
person living in the US will be able to
volunteer to participate. Healthcare
providers will also simultaneously
recruit participanting. Participants are
expected to actively engage in multiple
ways—providing feedback on planning and participating in governance,
and possibly interactively during data
collection. They will be able to receive
their own data—and results from
experiments in which their data was
used—and they will be able to increase
or decrease the fidelity of the data collected and feedback received.
Data collected, which will include
data from “EHRs, health insurance
organizations, participant surveys,
mHealth technologies, and biologic
investigations,”2 will be stored centrally with a common data model.
Initially, the PMI-CP will use “commonly used mHealth technologies to
gain experience in use and integration of these new modalities.”2 Data

access will be open for summary data
and controlled for individual-level
data. Extensive plans to deal with
data security, privacy, and trust will be
developed, including planning for any
potential data breach.
Understanding the Research
Challenges
Other large cohorts for medical
research have been or are being developed (see the “Massive Cohort Studies” sidebar), but the PMI, as planned,
would be the largest single cohort study
involving data collection from mobile
technology. Because any resident in the
US will be eligible to participate, the
cohort could, with positive publicity,
grow well beyond one million people.
Investigators from other efforts spoke
at the PMI planning workshops, highlighting both the opportunities and
challenges of using mobile technologies in their projects. A common theme
was that data cleaning and data management challenges have resulted in
researchers “swimming in data,” even
though data collection is far below the
scale envisioned for the PMI.
Other concerns raised include ensuring safe and efficient data storage and
53 89
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transmission, providing access to modeling methods that summarize raw data
in ways that facilitate easier analysis,
and overcoming barriers to adopting
new algorithmic models. Researchers
also discussed difficulties in deploying
and remotely monitoring technologies
in the field, developing open source
algorithms and new statistical methods
for data interpretation, planning for
extensibility and multisensor fusion,
and developing data-visualization and
data-cleaning tools. Finally, educating and working with human-subject
review boards and dealing with data
security and privacy were additional
concerns presented.
Eventually, the PMI and other large
cohort studies that incorporate mobile
and pervasive technologies will create new research opportunities for
technology researchers. Those might
involve the deployment and testing
of technology-driven health interventions, but they also might involve
studies that assess the ability to automatically detect behavior. More near
term, the bold attempts to establish
and manage the cohorts have created
new research and engineering challenges. The PMI, in particular, due to
its proposed scale and participant-centric design, has several aspects that are
noteworthy for pervasive healthcare
researchers.
Gathering environmental and behavioral data. First, the use of mobile tech-

nologies, such as continuous wearable monitoring, is considered to be
an integral part of the research plan.
Medical researchers now acknowledge that fully exploiting genetic data
for health research requires gathering better data on exposure, because
environmental exposures impact gene
expression. This includes both environmental (such as pollution and
toxins) and behavioral (such as diet,
physical activity, sleep, and medication
adherence) exposures.
The exposure data, combined with
electronic health record data and

algorithms for interpreting large datasets, are seen as critical for understanding how to use genetic knowledge to
improve health. But are the algorithms
for measuring behavior in the lab setting up to this task of massive field
deployment on what could be a heterogeneous set of devices, in uncontrolled
conditions? Can our systems operate
without user intervention? And if not—
if engagement is needed to properly
detect behavior—how is engagement
obtained and sustained?
Engaging participants. A second nota-

ble aspect of the PMI is a strong focus
on empowering people with information. This empowerment would extend
to participants in the research study,

How can researchers from
a variety of disciplines work
together to visualize and
manage intensive longitudinal
data collection from one
million people?

who will be viewed as citizen scientists, as well as to people benefiting
from novel interventions that might
be enabled by PMI research. The
expectation is that technology can
support people taking a greater role in
their own care and a greater role in
research on the health problems they
care about.
President Obama remarked that precision medicine “gives all of us access,
potentially, to the personalized information that we need to keep ourselves
and our families healthier.”1 He went
on to say that, “advancing the science of
medicine also calls for a change in the
culture of medical practice and medical
research to engage individuals as active
collaborators—not just as patients or
research subjects.” PMI participants
will not only provide data, they will
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participate in PMI governance. What
type of systems can support this participation, especially for people who are
generally healthy and not motivated by
a specific health concern? How can the
participants understand not only the
data being collected but also the studies being run well enough to engage in a
meaningful way? What makes one person in a million feel special—not like
just a number?
Enabling data sharing and reuse. A third

notable aspect of the PMI proposal is
a focus on enabling data sharing and
reuse, despite the highly sensitive nature
of the data. At the workshops, the NIH
director expressed that the goal is not to
silo data, but rather to release as much
of it as possible, to encourage innovation and allow researchers to study
unanticipated questions with unanticipated methods. Achieving this vision
requires developing new infrastructure,
experimental methodologies, and procedures to protect participant privacy
and data security while maintaining
data openness.
Concerns have been raised about the
danger of data re-identification, and
the challenge of both returning data
to a participant and keeping it secure.
New systems that help people understand the risks and tradeoffs of sharing
their own data are required. If re-identification is impossible to guarantee,
as many believe it is, then what type
of interactive systems can help participants understand the complex data
security and privacy questions raised
by the study? What type of systems
can reassure participants, despite the
inherent risks? How might participants
access and understand their own data
in consumer-friendly and useful ways,
so the cohort study can establish trust
and maintain it?
Fostering multidisciplinary collaboration.

A fourth notable aspect of the PMI proposal is a focus on team science intended
to bring together medical, genetic,
behavioral, and informatics researchers,

May 2016
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Pervasive HealtH

including researchers focused on mobile
and pervasive computing, in efforts that
will involve public-private partnerships
and the people from whom data are
being collected. The effort would benefit from additional engagement from the
pervasive computing community. The
PMI research communities will need to
work together to build and maintain the
tools needed to undertake such a complex project, comprehensively addressing issues such as data security, data
access, data sharing, and data cleaning.
How can researchers from a variety of
disciplines work together to visualize
and manage intensive longitudinal data
collection from one million people and
minimize the complexity of upgrading
and maintaining the technical infrastructure? How can they structure the
system so that multiple studies that
require user input be run simultaneously with the same participants without cross contamination?
Evaluating technologies and studies.

In addition to using mobile and pervasive technologies for behavioral
measurement to “lay scientific foundation for precision medicine for many
diseases,” the PMI is envisioned as
a venue through which researchers
might “test whether mobile devices
can encourage healthy behaviors.”2
The experimental scale possible using
subsets of PMI participants could lead
to new results unequivocally showing
the power of pervasive health technologies to support health or to drive novel
health discovery.
But what experimental methods are
needed that will allow incremental evolution of applications, while still satisfying requirements for rigorous, longitudinal evaluation that is provided in
studies with randomized clinical trials?
In short, more transformative than oneoff ideas would be entirely new research
methods and tools that can be used to
evaluate those ideas, easily scaling from
small convenience studies to massive
scales with tens of thousands, or even
millions, of people.

www.computer.org/computingedge
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Automating engagement. President
Obama’s initial request to the US Congress will be $130 million dollars to
support the PMI. While a large sum,
it is small for a one-million-person
cohort. At that funding level, the vast
majority of participants will need to
be volunteers, using their own devices.
The technology itself will need to promote engagement and keep it long
term. Figuring out how to automate
this engagement, and all other aspects
of the study—recruiting, data cleaning, data analysis, remote monitoring,
tech support, and more—is a grand
challenge for the engineering and computer science communities. Without
that automation, the project is unlikely
to succeed.

Figuring out how to automate
[participant] engagement...
is a grand challenge for the
engineering and computer
science communities.

T

he very existence of the PMI
effort demonstrates that at the
top level of US government, political
and research leaders understand that
transformation must occur in healthcare and in how medical research is
done, and that mobile and pervasive
technology will play a critical role in
both science and intervention. President Obama stated that in addition to
“pioneer[ing] a new model for doing
science” that will help find new cures
for disease, the PMI also could help us
create “a genuine health care system as
opposed to just a disease care system.”
He further explained,
Part of what we want to do is to
allow each of us to have sufficient
information about our particular
quirks [so] that we can make better
life decisions. And that, ultimately,

is one of the most promising
aspects about this—making sure
that we’ve got a system that focuses
on prevention and keeping healthy,
not just on curing diseases after
they happen.”1

Pervasive health researchers are well
poised to help, in the short term, by
solving some of the challenges inherent
to this new type of large-cohort experimentation, and in the long term working with medical, health, and behavioral researchers to use data generated
from these cohorts to provide solid evidence of the power of mobile and pervasive health technologies in accelerating
health research and improving health
outcomes.
RefeRenCes
1. “Remarks by the President on Precision Medicine,” The White House
Office of the Press Secretary, 2015;
www.whitehouse.gov/the-pressoffice/2015/01/30/remarks-presidentprecision-medicine.
2. “The Precision Medicine Initiative
Cohort Program—Building a Research
Foundation for 21st Century Medicine,” National Institutes of Health,
Precision Medicine Initiative (PMI)
Working Group, 17 Sept. 2015; www.
nih.gov/sites/default/files/researchtraining/initiatives/pmi/pmi-workinggroup-report-20150917-2.pdf.

Stephen Intille is an associate professor of
computer and information science and health
sciences at Northeastern University. Contact him
at s.intille@neu.edu.

This article originally appeared in
IEEE Pervasive Computing,
vol. 15, no. 1, 2016.

Selected CS articles and columns
are also available for free at
http://ComputingNow.computer.org.
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Finding the Big Data Job
You Want

F

or this ComputingEdge issue, we asked
Martin Petitclerc, senior software architect for Watson Analytics at IBM Canada,
about career opportunities in the expanding ﬁeld
of big data. Petitclerc is an expert in areas such
as matrix, relational, and hybrid online analytical
processing (OLAP); the OLAP calculation engine;
and advanced analysis using data mining. He was
featured in the article “Three Experts on Big Data
Engineering,” from IEEE Software’s March/April
2016 issue.
ComputingEdge: What careers in big data engineering will see the most growth in the next several years?
Petitclerc: I think demand will emerge for everything related to big data from user-experience
design to the creating, storing, and streaming
of algorithms. The question one should ask is,
“What am I interested in about big-data engineering?” Because there are tons of opportunities, choose something that aligns with your
strength and passion.
ComputingEdge: What advice would you give
college students to give them an advantage over
the competition?
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Petitclerc: Big data is not simple. The ability to
deal with complexity and abstraction is important.
You must be resourceful and able to move among
diﬀerent technology silos, to adapt and ensure
you understand the overall picture as well as the
details. You must be able to connect diﬀerent
pieces of a puzzle together to produce what you
are looking for. We’ll always have more data, so
the ability to continually solve the complexity of
ever-changing big-data problems is important. It
also means being curious enough to learn more
and always know that most solutions are just temporary and that better ones will always exist and
be required over time.
ComputingEdge: What advice would you give
people changing careers midstream?
Petitclerc: Capitalize on your strengths and competencies in areas where you outperform but for
which you also have a passion. The idea is to
take on new challenges while leveraging the best
of who you are. For example, if you are a ﬁnancial advisor who loves stock markets and related
analysis but is tired of sales and recruiting new
customers, perhaps working to build predictive
risk-analysis models for investment ﬁrms using
big-data solutions would be a very good ﬁt. Such
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an approach would let you preserve what you’re
happy with and change what you don’t like, without having to start from scratch.
ComputingEdge: What should applicants keep
in mind when applying for big-data engineering
jobs?

C

omputingEdge’s Lori Cameron interviewed Petitclerc for this article. Contact
her at l.cameron@computer.org if you
would like to contribute to a future ComputingEdge
article on computing careers. Contact Petitclerc at
martin.petitclerc@ca.ibm.com.

Petitclerc: You need to have an interest in data and
the way it changes. Big data must be exploited to
produce meaningful information in a timely manner. This interest could subdivide into multiple ﬂavors, such as data visualization, data-processing
optimization, or social-media streaming. It’s not as
sexy or appealing as creating video games, but if
you have a real interest in big data, you’ll have just
as much fun!
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Selected CS articles and columns are also available for
free at http://ComputingNow.computer.org.
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Experimenting with your hiring process?
Finding the best computing job or hire shouldn’t be left to chance.
IEEE Computer Society Jobs is your ideal recruitment resource, targeting
over 85,000 expert researchers and qualified top-level managers in software
engineering, robotics, programming, artificial intelligence, networking and
communications, consulting, modeling, data structures, and other computer
science-related fields worldwide. Whether you’re looking to hire or be hired,
IEEE Computer Society Jobs provides real results by matching hundreds of
relevant jobs with this hard-to-reach audience each month, in Computer
magazine and/or online-only!

http://www.computer.org/jobs
The IEEE Computer Society is a partner in the AIP Career Network, a collection of online job sites for scientists, engineers, and
computing professionals. Other partners include Physics Today, the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM), American
Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT), American Physical Society (APS), AVS Science and Technology, and the Society of Physics
Students (SPS) and Sigma Pi Sigma.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
SAP CONSULTING MANAGER. Consultant. Job location: Miami, FL & any other
unanticipated locations in U.S. Travel Required. Duties: Resp. for design, develop.
& providing of solutions in enhancements, data migration, reports & dialog,
prog., scripts, & other to support business
requires. using SAP ABAP & systems integration (PI). Develop SAP Webdynpro for
ABAP appl. incl. designing user interface
layout & Webdynpro Controllers. Design
unit test scenarios & perform integration
testing using SAP ABAP. Requires: M.S.
degree in Comp. Sci., Eng. or related field
& 3 yrs. exp. in the job offered or 3 yrs.
exp. as an SAP Mgr. or SAP Lead. Will
accept B.S. (or foreign equiv.) & 5 yrs.
exp. in the computer ind. in lieu of M.S.
& 3 yrs. exp. Concurrent exp. must incl.:
2 yrs. exp. performing integration testing
& 3 yrs. exp. using SAP ABAP & Webdynpro. Send resume (no calls) to: Michelle
Ramirez, The Hackett Group, Inc., 1001
Brickell Bay Dr., Suite 3000, Miami, FL
33131.

ways to apply may be found at www.Tallan.com. Tallan offers competitive salaries, bonus plans and a comprehensive
benefits plan. Tallan, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer
TECHNICAL MGR (Engineering Sales),
Red Hen Systems, Ft. Collins, CO. Req.
MA (or foreign equiv) in Comp. Science.
Solid understanding of GIS. S/ware
dvlpmnt exp. Resume to N. Havermale,
Ref 141547, 145 W. Swallow Rd., #B, Ft.
Collins, CO 80525.

TALLAN, INC. is looking for a qualified
Senior BizTalk Consultant in our Boston,
MA location. Details for the position and

PROGRAMMER ANALYST: Design, develop, integrate, test and implement application software utilizing knowledge in
Agile environment utilizing technologies
like .Net Framework 4.0/4.5, C#.Net, ASP.
Net Web Applications, Web Services,
Ado.Net, WinForms, LINQ, Visual Studio
.Net, Sql Server Management Studio,
JavaScript,VB Script, T- Sql,SQL server,
Oracle, HTML, XML, CSS, TFS, IIS,MSUnit. Must be willing to travel & reloc to
unanticipated client locations throughout
the US. Requires MS in comp sci, eng or
rel. Mail resumes to Code Ace Solutions
Inc. 50 Cragwood Road, Ste 217, South

TECHNICAL

SOFTWARE

Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for

TECHNICAL
ANALYST
positions in Lehi, UT.
Job duties include analyze user
requirements to develop, implement, and/or support Oracle’s global
infrastructure.
Apply by e-mailing resume to
dustin.halliday@oracle.com,
referencing 385.18108.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.
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Plainfield, NJ 07080
SOFTWARE ENGINEER: Design, devp
& test sw apps for nextgen visual analytics prod suite util hilvl, objor prog languages & tools, incl Java. Req Bach or
foreign equiv in Comp Sci, Comp Eng, or
relational dbases, incl SQL; work w/ algorithms, Data Structures, & Data Analytics;
design REST APIs; & Cloud deployment.
Position at Tableau Software, Inc. in Seattle, WA. To apply, please email rtd, & 1
yr exp in: design & devp comp sw util hilvl prog languages, incl Java; util resume
to Jobstableau@tableau.com and ref Job
ID: SE8.
.NET
APPLICATION
DEVELOPER.
E-commerce app. dev. using C#, .NET
framework, WCF. U.S. Bach. deg. or foreign equiv. (Electronics Engineering or
Computer Sci) req’d. 2 yrs’ exp. in pos’n(s)
w/ software app. dev. req’d. Prior exp.
must incl. app. dev. using C# language,
.Net Framework & WCF. InnerWorkings,
Inc., Chicago, IL. Resumes to: Recruiting, InnerWorkings, Inc., 600 W. Chicago
Ave., Suite 850, Chicago, IL 60654

TECHNOLOGY

Oracle America, Inc.

Oracle America, Inc.

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPER
positions in Cambridge, MA.

has openings for

has openings for

Job duties include: Design, develop, troubleshoot and/or test/QA software. As a
member of the software engineering
division, apply knowledge of software
architecture to perform tasks associated
with developing, debugging, or designing
software applications or operating systems
according to provided design specifications.
Apply by e-mailing resume to
ashish.surana@oracle.com,
referencing 385.19361.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

CO M PUTE R PUBLISHED BY THE IEEE COMPUTER SOCIET Y

SYSTEM
ADMINISTRATOR
positions in Austin, TX.
Install, configure, maintain, tune,
and optimize infrastructure components to achieve high availability
and performance of the Oracle
Cloud environment.
Apply by e-mailing resume to
pierre.gelinas@oracle.com, referencing 385.19011. Oracle supports workforce diversity.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
SYSTEMS ANALYST: Design, test & implement Cisco based Cloud solutions.
Produce high quality cloud solutions &
develop clear, thorough functional design
specifications for the Cisco UCS Platform
that drive effective cloud solution development. Define & design key cloud systems integrations involving Cisco UCS
and VMware web service/APIs. Develop
cloud orchestration workflows engaging
multiple layers of the cloud for IT service
management process automation. Conduct critical analysis of Cisco, VMware &
NetApp cloud technologies & associated
operational processes to recommend
designs & strategies to improve service.
Utilize SQL, Linux, Java, & Oracle. Will
work in unanticipated locations. Req. MS
in Computer Science, Engineering or related & 1 yr exp. Send resume to Elastic
Computing Solutions, Inc. 1115 Broadway,
Ste. 202, Denver, CO 80203.

expectations & performing quarterly
performance reviews. Mail resume w/
job code #36901 to: Cloudera, Attn.: HR,
1001 Page Mill Rd., Bldg. 2, Palo Alto, CA
94304.
SOFTWR ENG, Broomfield CO. Duties
incl: writing, testing, & debugging computer programs & dbase admin, using
Java, C#, SQL, Oracle, MS SQL, & MySQL.
ERP integration using RFC & BAPI. Rqd
B.S. in Comp Sci, Physics, Math or closely
rel’d field, foreign equiv ok, + 3 yrs exp.
Send CV: K. Ellerbrock, CellFusion Inc
7050 W 120th Ave, Ste 100, Broomfield,
CO 80020

information. Apply: B. O’Brien, Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company,
1295 State Street, Springfield, MA 01111;
Please Reference Job ID: 708202700.
MPHASIS CORP has multi openings at
various levels for the follow’g positions at
its office in NY, NY & unanticipated client
sites thr/o the US 1. Info. Sys. Anyst* - Ana.
& provide sys req & spec. 2. SW Dvlper*
- Design, dvlp & modify SW sys. 3. Sys.

BUSINESS ANALYST. Steelwedge
Software, Inc. has job opp. in Pleasanton, CA: Business Analyst. Prvde
adv. funct./tech. srvcs invlvg sys.
cnfigrtn, test’g/validtn, & trblsht’g.
May work from home office & will
be req’d to work at client sites at
unanticipated locations throughout
U.S. approx. 70% of time. All travel
reimbursed by employer. Mail
resumes refrnc’g Req. #002302 to:
Attn: P. Camarena, 3825 Hopyard
Rd, #150, Pleasanton, CA 94588.

CLOUDERA, INC. is recruiting for our
Palo Alto, CA office: Engineering Manager: Manage & mentor a team of software engineers for professional & technical growth including having weekly 1:1s,
doing career development, managing

THREAT
INTELLIGENCE
ANALYST.
Perform technical analysis of network
intrusion incidents. Conduct proactive
Computer Network Defense intelligence
operations to counter specific methodologies, tools, tactics and intentions of
advanced cyber adversaries. Produce
detailed intelligence reports and threat
assessments to senior leadership. Maintain, develop and evaluate cyber intelligence sources to increase effectiveness and timeliness of reporting threat

TECHNOLOGY

QA ANALYST

TECHNOLOGY

Oracle America, Inc.

Oracle America, Inc.

Oracle America, Inc.

has openings for

has openings for

has openings for

HARDWARE
DEVELOPER

QA ANALYST
PROD-DEV

Job duties include: Evaluate reliability
of materials, properties and techniques
used in production; plan, design and
develop electronic parts, components,
integrated circuitry, mechanical
systems, equipment and packaging,
optical systems and/or DSP systems.

positions in Bedford, MA.

positions in Burlington, MA.

Apply by e-mailing resume
to john.saba@oracle.com,
referencing 385.15600.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.
www.computer.org/computingedge

Job duties include: Analyze data
processing problems to implement
and improve computer systems.
Apply by e-mailing resume
to suranjana.roy@oracle.com,
referencing 385.17577.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPER
positions in
Burlington, Massachusetts.

Job duties include: Analyze, design,
develop, troubleshoot and debug
software programs for commercial or
end-user applications. Write code,
complete programming and perform
testing and debugging of applications.
Apply by e-mailing resume to
eytan.arkin@oracle.com, referencing
job ID 385.15964. Oracle supports
workforce diversity.
M AY 2 0 1 6
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Architect Dvlper* - Dvlp IT architecture 4.
Graphic UI Desgr* - Design UI & perform
UAT 5. N/W Infra Eng* - Maintain & TRBL
n/w, design, dvlp, install n/w infra appl. 6.
Business Operation Anyst* - Ana bus process thru app of s/w sol. 7. IT Mgr* - Plan
& manage the delivery of IT proj. 8. Enterprise Svc Engagem’t Mgr* - E2E sale of IT
svc/prod. 9. Eng Engagem’t Mgr* - Manage & direct business integration of proj
activities. 10. Mkt Dvlpt Mgr* - Promote IT
svc/prod. & impl bus plans. Must have a
Bachelor/equiv and prior rel. exp, Master/
equiv, or Master/equiv and prior rel. exp.
Edu/exp req vary depending on position
level/type. *Lead positions in this occupation must have Master/equiv+2yr or
Bach/equiv+5yr progressive exp. Travel/
relo req. Send resume & applied position
to: recruitmentus@mphasis.com or 460
Park Ave. S., Ste# 1101, New York, NY
10016 Attn: Recruit.

Create sample real time data. Work with
Tableau, JMP in Oracle database environment. 2) Systems: to work as onsite
coordinator for System Domain model;
participate in requirements gathering,
creating change requests (MOSBE); utilize Sharepoint for content management,
tickets. Coordinate QC/UAT, triaging
issues. Reply to: SVS Technologies Limited, 8700 Trail Lake Drive, #228 Memphis, TN 38125
SOFTWARE ENGINEER IN TEST 23andMe, Inc. has opening in Mountain
View, CA: SW Engr in Tst (#9PK42B)
– Dsgn & dvlp tst plns, prtcls, frmwrks
& cde. Reference job code and mail resume: 23andMe, Inc., Attn: G. Moeller,
899 West Evelyn Avenue, Mountain View,
CA 94041.

MULTIPLE ANALYST POSITIONS AVAILABLE, Memphis, TN: Limited domestic
travel and or occasional relocation to
client locations 1) Business Intelligence:
to convert ERD to logical database using
conversion rules; check for normalization.

OPENINGS IN ATLANTA, GA for User
Interface Architect to understand user
work flow requirements and develop
critical paths for efficient completion of
tasks. Must be willing to relocate to unanticipated locations across the country.
No travel and/or telecommuting. Send
resumes to Wabash Solutions, Inc., 1401

PRODUCT MANAGER

TECHNOLOGY

Oracle America, Inc.

Oracle America, Inc.

has openings for

has openings for

PRODUCT
MANAGER
positions in Bedford. MA.
Job duties include: Participate in all
software and/or hardware product
development life cycle activities. Move
software products through the software
product development cycle from design
and development to implementation,
testing and/or marketing.
Apply by e-mailing resume
to pierre.lessard@oracle.com,
referencing 385.16761.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.
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APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPERS
positions in Solon, OH.

Job duties include: Analyze, design,
develop, troubleshoot and debug
software programs for commercial
or end-user applications.

Peachtree St. NE, Suite 500, Atlanta, GA
30309.
SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER (multiple openings), BJSS, Inc., NY, NY. Serve
as a consultant to clients in the financial services sector on the architecture,
development & implementation of IT
systems to support financial trading
activities throughout trading lifecycle.
Bachelor’s in computer science or related
field followed by 5 years progressive experience in position offered or related
position. 3 years of required experience
must involve: Serving as a consultant advising clients within financial services industry on the architecture, development
& implementation of IT systems to support financial trading activities throughout trading lifecycle; Utilizing agile (e.g.
scrum, xp, etc) & test-driven development methodologies (e.g. Junit, TestNG,
Mockito, etc.) to develop server-side,
enterprise-wide, high availability/low latency/high throughput trading systems;
Implementing continuous integration
workflows utilizing software packages
such as Hudson, Jenkins, Teamcity and/
or Bamboo; Implementing version control

SOFTWARE

Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPER
positions in Bellevue, WA.
Job duties include: Design, develop,
troubleshoot and/or test/QA software.
Build enhancements within an existing
software architecture and/or suggest
improvements to the architecture.

Apply by e-mailing resume
to matt.shields@oracle.com,
referencing 385.18227.

Apply online at oracle.com
(req #160002CH). Or e-mail resume
to tulsi.mayala@oracle.com,
referencing req #160002CH.

Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Oracle supports workforce diversity.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
systems with support for branching such
as Perforce, Git, SVN and/or Mercurial;
Designing & developing distributed multitiered systems & relational databases
incorporating service oriented architecture; & Configuring & implementing message based systems based on technologies such as TIBCO, Zero MQ, Rabbit MQ,
or Informatica. Position requires travel up
to 90% of time to domestic & international
client sites. Principals Only. Qualified applicants apply by mail, referencing job title, to Office Administrator US, BJSS Inc.,
14 Wall St., Ste. 2069, NY, NY 10005.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS, SR. Software
Engineers, Programmer Analysts, and
Sr. Business Analysts sought by Sagitec
Solutions, LLC, an established global
technology solutions company. Software
Engineer requires Bachelor’s or equiv. in
Comp. Sc., IT, Engg. (any) or related and
24 mos’ relevant indus exp. Sr. Software
Engineer requires Master’s or equiv. in
Comp. Sc., IT, Engg (any) or related and
12 mos’ relevant indus exp.; will also consider applicants with bachelor’s or equiv.
in the stated fields and 5 yrs progressive,
relevant indus exp. Programmer Analyst
requires Bachelor’s or equiv in Comp.
Sc., IT, Engg (any) or related; 12 mos’
relevant indus. exp.; exp. with pension

and retirement domain systems. Sr. Business Analyst requires Master’s degree
or equiv. in Comp. Sc., IT, Engg (any) or
related, and 60 mos’ progressive, relevant indus. exp., and exp. with Agile
methodology and SCRUM framework. All
positions based out of Sagitec HQ in Little Canada, MN and subject to reloc. to
various unanticipated sites in U.S. Mail
resumes to Sagitec Solutions, LLC, ATTN:
HR, 422 County Road D. East, Little Canada, MN 55117.
SENIOR GIS APPLICATION DEVELOPER
is responsible for software coding to best
practices, database implementation, and
overall application development projects. Requirements: Master’s in Computer Science or related field, 3 yrs exp.
and expertise in the Esri desktop and
server technology suite. Fwd resume and
references to Todd Buehlman: todd.buehlman@logicsolutionsgroup.com
SR. SOFTWARE QA ENG’S: Des/dev test
plans to test applns. Functional, user acceptance & regression testing. Implmnt
QA methodology using agile. Use of rational test mngr, ALM11.5 for defect log.
Req’s BS or equiv/forgn equiv in Sci(any
field), Eng or rel w/5 yrs exp job off’rd or

rel tech/analytical role. Educ equiv based
on comb of post-secondary educ/degrees accepted. Mltpl opngs in NO VA.
May req’r travel &/or reloc. Apply to Softcom, Inc, 5310 Maple Valley Ct, Centreville, VA 20120. EOE
MANAGER. Job location: Miami, FL &
any other unanticipated locations in U.S.
Travel Required. Duties: Resp. for project
requirement gathering & analysis, project
effort estimation & planning of timelines.
Prepare detailed tech. design & test plans
for integration processes & appl. interactions using ODI, FDMEE, ERPi, PL/SQL &
scripts. Resp. for the develop./bldg.. of
integration/ETL processes between DW,
ERP & EPM appls. & relational databases.
Develop tools, utilities & accelerators for
productivity improvement, optimization
& re-use using ODI & scripting. Perform
unit & integration testing & eval. of system perform. Design & develop predictive analytics solutions & models using R
& SPSS. Requires: M.S. degree in Comp.
Sci, Eng. or related field & 3 yrs. exp. in
job offered or 3 yrs. exp. as an Architect,
Eng. or Prog Analyst. Will accept B.S. (or
foreign equiv.) & 5 yrs. exp. in the comp.
ind. in lieu of M.S. & 3 yrs. exp. Concurrent
exp. must incl.: 3 yrs. exp. preparing tech.

Cisco Systems, Inc. is accepting resumes for the following positions:
Boulder, CO: Software Engineer (Ref.#: BOU2): Responsible for the
definition, design, development, test, debugging, release, enhancement
or maintenance of networking software.

States. Customer Support Engineer (Ref.# RTP1): Responsible for
providing technical support regarding the company’s proprietary systems
and software.

Boxborough, MA: Technical Marketing Engineer (Ref.#: BOX18):
Responsible for enlarging company’s market and increasing revenue
by marketing, supporting, and promoting company’s technology to
customers.

Richardson, TX: Technical Lead/Leader (Ref.# RIC55): Lead engineering
groups on projects to design, develop or test hardware or software
products.

Denver, CO: Software Engineer (Ref.# DEN7): Responsible for the
definition, design, development, test, debugging, release, enhancement
or maintenance of networking software.
Lawrenceville, GA: Project Manger (Ref.# LV13): Coordinate small,
medium, large/complex and multiple projects throughout the project
lifecycle (initiate, plan, execute, control, close) or a portion of a larger,
more complex project. Telecommuting Permitted.
New York, NY: Network Consulting Engineer (Ref.# NY12): Responsible
for the support and delivery of Advanced Services to company’s major
accounts. Telecommuting Permitted.
Research Triangle Park, NC: Network Consulting Engineer (Ref.#
RTP553): Responsible for the support and delivery of Advanced Services
to company’s major accounts. Telecommuting permitted and Travel may
be required to various unanticipated locations throughout the United

San Francisco, CA: CNG Member of Technical Staff (Ref.# SF86):
Design, implement, and test software for a web application used by
our customers for IT management. Manager, Software Development
(Ref.# SF56): Lead a team in the design and development of company’s
hardware or software products.
San Jose/Milpitas/Santa Clara, CA: Information Security Engineer (Ref.#
SJ540): Provide system administration support to rapidly growing Public
Key Infrastructures. Solutions Integration Architect (Ref.# SJ596):
Responsible for IT advisory and technical consulting services development
and delivery. Software Development Manager (Ref.# SJ654): Lead a
team in the design and development of company’s hardware or software
products. Telecommuting permitted. Manager, Software Development
(Ref.# SJ23): Lead a team in the design and development of company’s
hardware or software products.
PLEASE MAIL RESUMES WITH REFERENCE NUMBER TO
CISCO SYSTEMS, INC., ATTN: M51H, 170 W. Tasman Drive, Mail
Stop: SJC 5/1/4, San Jose, CA 95134. No phone calls please. Must be
legally authorized to work in the U.S. without sponsorship. EOE.

www.cisco.com
www.computer.org/computingedge
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design of integration processes; 3 yrs.
exp. performing unit & integration testing; & 3 yrs. exp. using SPSS & ODI. Send
resume (no calls) to: Michelle Ramirez,
The Hackett Group, Inc., 1001 Brickell Bay
Dr., Suite 3000, Miami, FL 33131.
SENIOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPER. Valassis Communications Inc. has an opening for the position of Senior Software
Developer in Windsor, CT to analyze,
write, test, & deploy software applications. To apply mail resume to Valassis
- Attn: Jillian [16-CT-11307.4] 19975 Victor
Parkway, Livonia, MI 48152.
SOFTWARE ARCHITECT-ATG. Harland
Clarke Corp has an opening for the position of Software Architect-ATG in San
Antonio, TX to partner with the Enterprise Architecture team & business units
to develop business technology strategy
& drive the technical design & implementations. To apply mail resume to Harland
Clarke Corp, Attn: Diana [16-TX-6174.70],
15955 La Cantera Parkway, San Antonio,
TX 78256.
SENIOR PRODUCT MANAGER: Manage

& build API strategy, roadmap, prod devp
& growth for Expense prod offerings &
features. Req Master’s or foreign equiv in
BA, Mktng, or rtd, & 3 yrs exp in: design,
devp & test sw apps & web svcs util hi-lvl,
obj-or prog languages, incl Java; perform
mkt research & analyze emerging mkt
trends in travel & expense mgmt industry;
manage defects & customer cases util
defect tracking/CRM tools, incl Jira; manage implementation & devp of techl web
platforms using APIs & web svcs; provide
tech sup to customers & sw devprs; &
analyze, devp, & maintain dbases, & run
dbase queries util SQL Server. Position
at Concur Technologies, Inc. in Bellevue,
WA. To apply, please e-mail resume to
recruitment@concur.com, & ref Job ID#
12970.
SPLUNK INC. seeks Software Engineer
(REQ#9H4SZN) in Palo Alto, CA: Create
fault-tolerant distributed systems in multithreaded & multi-processed envir for co.
product platform. Splunk Inc. seeks Senior Software Engineer (REQ#9RF35Z)
in San Francisco, CA: Create fault-tolerant distributed systems in multi-threaded
& multi-processed envir. Refer to Req# &

SOFTWARE

Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
CONSULTANT
positions in Solon, OH.

Job duties include: Provide input to
functional requirements and evaluate
design directions based on a fundamental understanding of Oracle Retail
products, customer requirements, and
sound engineering principles.
Apply by e-mailing resume to
jose.mari.barroa@oracle.com,
referencing 385.18190.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.
62
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mail resume to Splunk Inc., ATTN: J. Aldax, 250 Brannan Street, San Francisco
CA 94107. Individuals seeking employment at Splunk are considered without
regards to race, religion, color, national
origin, ancestry, sex, gender, gender
identity, gender expression, sexual orientation, marital status, age, physical or
mental disability or medical condition
(except where physical fitness is a valid
occupational qualification), genetic information, veteran status, or any other
consideration made unlawful by federal, state or local laws. To review US
DOL’s EEO is The Law notice please visit:
https://careers.jobvite.com/Splunk/EEO_
poster.pdf. To review Splunk’s EEO Policy Statement please visit: http://careers.
jobvite.com/Careers/Splunk/EEO-Policy
-Statement.pdf. Pursuant to the San Francisco Fair Chance Ordinance, we will consider for employment qualified applicants
with arrest and conviction records.
PROGRAMMER ANALYST. IT company in
Matawan, NJ seeks Programmer Analyst
to analyze, design, test, implement web
based, client/server applications utilizing
knowledge of Java, J2EE, Servlets, EJB,

QA ANALYSTS

Oracle America, Inc.

Oracle America, Inc.

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPER

has openings for

has openings for

positions in Austin, TX.

Job duties include: Design, develop,
troubleshoot and/or test/QA software.
As a member of the software engineering
division, apply knowledge of software
architecture to perform tasks associated
with developing, debugging, or designing
software applications or operating
systems according to provided design
specifications.
Apply by e-mailing resume
to emily.watts@oracle.com,
referencing 385.15516.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

ComputingEdge

QA ANALYSTS

positions in Seattle, Washington.
Job duties include: Responsible for
developing, applying and maintaining quality standards for company
products with adherence to both
internal and external standards.
Develops and executes software
test plans.
Apply by e-mailing resume to
hemal.patani@oracle.com,
referencing job ID 385.17200.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.
May 2016
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JDBC, UML, SQL, SOAP, OOAD, XML,
XSLT, HTML, DWR, BEA, Web Services,
XML, HTML, JavaScript, .Net, C#, C, C++,
ClearCase, CVS, Eclipse, WebShere,
Tomcat, Databases: Oracle, Sybase, SQL
Server, DB2; Operating Systems: Linux,
Unix, Windows and Sun Solaris. Interact with clients to gather requirements,
prepare technical and functional specifications, create various types of tests,
troubleshoot, maintain and fine tune applications. Apply with 2 copies of resume
to HR, Questsoft Solutions Inc, 432 State
Rt.34, Ste#3A, Matawan, NJ07747 or
immi@questsoftsol.com.

3rd party applications. Contact Jenna
Mihm, Vice President Legal Services &
Associate General Counsel, Ascension
Health, 4600 Edmundson Road, St. Louis,
MO 63134, 314-733-8692, Jenna.Mihm@
ascensionhealth.org To apply for this position, please reference Job Number 08.

ASCENSION HEALTH-IS, INC. is seeking a full-time PeopleSoft Solutions
Lead (PeopleSoft Administrator) in Creve
Coeur, Missouri to serve customers as
a key point of contact; conduct diagnosis of most business problems; design,
direct, and perform analyses to resolve
complex first-time project issues; define
processes and translate same into automated solutions in the PeopleSoft system;
build, configure, debug and support PeopleSoft applications; and support administration or configuration of PeopleSoft

ASCENSION HEALTH-IS, INC. is seeking a full-time PeopleSoft Solutions Specialist (HCM) in Creve Coeur, Missouri
to develop partnerships with senior users to understand their business needs
and define future HCM application requirements; analyze complex business
and competitive issues and discern the
implication for systems support; lead
the design, build, and test stages of the
project relating to PeopleSoft HCM modules (HR, Benefits, Compensation, TAM,
Pension, ESS and MSS); conduct oversight and participate in testing (e.g. user
acceptance testing, unit, system, regression, integration testing); implement and
support PeopleSoft HCM applications
and systems, analyzing users’ information system requirements and departmental information flows. Contact Jenna
Mihm, Vice President Legal Services &

TECHNOLOGY

SOFTWARE

Oracle America, Inc.

Oracle America, Inc.

has openings for

has openings for

CONSULTING PROJECT
PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPER

positions in Redwood Shores, CA.

Job duties include: Responsible for
ensuring that a quality, integrated
software solution is delivered in a
timely manner, at budget, and to client
satisfaction. Travel to work on projects
at various, unanticipated sites throughout the United States required. May
telecommute from home.
Apply by e-mailing resume
to mark.griffith@oracle.com,
referencing 385.13995.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.
www.computer.org/computingedge

positions in Mineola, New York.
Job duties include: Design, develop, troubleshoot and/or test/QA software. As a member
of the software engineering division, apply
knowledge of software architecture to
perform tasks associated with developing,
debugging, or designing software applications or operating systems according to
provided design specifications.
Apply by e-mailing resume
to ravi.khanuja@oracle.com,
referencing job code 385.14538.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Associate General Counsel, Ascension
Health, 4600 Edmundson Road, St. Louis,
MO 63134, 314-733-8692, Jenna.Mihm@
ascensionhealth.org To apply for this position, please reference Job Number 06.
ASCENSION HEALTH-IS, INC. is seeking a full-time PeopleSoft Solutions Specialist (SCM) in Creve Coeur, Missouri to
design, direct and perform analyses to
resolve complex first-time project issues,
including analysis of the technical and
economic feasibility of proposed system
solutions, and implement and support
PeopleSoft SCM applications and systems. Contact Jenna Mihm, Vice President Legal Services & Associate General Counsel, Ascension Health, 4600
Edmundson Road, St. Louis, MO 63134,
314-733-8692, Jenna.Mihm@ascensionhealth.org To apply for this position,
please reference Job Number 05.
ASCENSION HEALTH-IS, INC. is seeking a full-time PeopleSoft Solutions Lead
(PeopleSoft Service Operations) in Creve
Coeur, Missouri to support the design,
build and test stages of the project relating to interfaces between PeopleSoft

TECHNOLOGY

Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for

PRODUCT
MANAGER
positions in Redwood Shores, CA.

Job duties include: Participate in all
software and/or hardware product
development life cycle activities. Travel
to various unanticipated sites throughout the U.S. required.
Apply by e-mailing resume to
vipin.samar@oracle.com,
referencing 385.14146.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.
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internal and external systems, including
third party vendor systems using eGate;
implement and support PeopleSoft ERP
applications and systems; create and
maintain objects in migration and versioning tools; configure and support
Integration Broker components messages, nodes, queues, domains and
gateways. Contact Jenna Mihm, Vice
President Legal Services & Associate
General Counsel, Ascension Health,
4600 Edmundson Road, St. Louis, MO
63134, 314-733-8692, Jenna.Mihm@ascensionhealth.org To apply for this position, please reference Job nUMBER 07.
SYS. ADMIN.: Data storage & fiber
connectivity, SAN, NAS infrastruc., capacity plan. LUNS & zoning. Monitor
produc. sys in enterp. environ. w/ EMC
CLARiiON & Celerra prods. Maint. SAN,
NAS, fiber Switch hardw., firmw. & softw.
Config. solns incl. MS Clustering Svcs
& Oracle RAC. Integr. SAN, NAS, fiber
solns w/ CIFS, NFS, FTP. Use SnapView,
SAN Copy, MirrorView. Req. MS in CS,
ME or related + 3 yrs relevant exp w/
SAN storage deploy. in enterp. environm or BS + 5 yrs. Exp must incl.: SAN

LEAD INTEGRATION DEVELOPER/
MESSAGE BROKER & DATAPOWER.
F/T (Poughkeepsie, NY) Position involves travel to various unanticipated
worksites up to 100% of the time anywhere in the United States. Must have
Bach deg or the foreign equiv in Information Technology, Computer and
Information, Comp Sci, or related w/2
yrs of exp serving as the subject matter expert for the client, addressing the
technical, development, or strategic IT
requirements for IBM WebSphere Middleware Infrastructure (IBM WebSphere
MQ Series, IBM WebSphere Message
Broker, IBM WebSphere Transformation

TECHNOLOGY

SOFTWARE

Oracle America, Inc.

Oracle America, Inc.

Oracle America, Inc.

has openings for

has openings for

QA ANALYST

HARDWARE
DEVELOPERS

has openings for

Job duties include: As a member of the
technical/process QA division, you will
design, install and evaluate quality
control methods and systems. Design
continuing maintenance of product
quality. Develop standards and procedures to provide quality guidance and
methods.

120

ERICSSON INC. has openings for positions in San Jose, CA, Plano, TX &
Waltham, MA: ENGINEER-ASIC _ in
SAN JOSE, CA to design & verify various
key areas of next generation processor
to include traffic manager & memory
subsystem. Job ID: 16-CA-2833. ENGINEER – SOFTWARE _ in SAN JOSE, CA
to perform the design & development of
systs software for the Cloud data storage platform. Job ID: 16-CA-3657. ENGINEER – SOFTWARE _ in SAN JOSE,
CA to support the full life-cycle development of forwarding features, forwarding
applications, & infrastructure. Job ID:
16-CA-2482. ENGINEER – SERVICES
SOFTWARE _ in PLANO, TX to provide
system architecture, low level design,
development, support and implementation deliverables for network management. Job ID: 16-TX-3738. BUSINESS

CONSULTANT _in PLANO, TX to assist
in the management and delivery of technology consulting projects. Up to 50%
domestic travel required. Job ID: 16TX-2662. ENGINEER- SOFTWARE _ in
WALTHAM, MA to perform technology
investigation, architecture definition,
prototyping and development of new
software product. Job ID: 16-MA-3656.
To apply mail resume to Ericsson Inc.
6300 Legacy Dr., R1-C12, Plano, TX
75024 & indicate appropriate Job ID.

QA ANALYST

positions in Bedford, MA.

64

& NAS backup methodol.; SnapView,
SAN Copy, MirrorView; CIFS, NFS, FTP;
& 1 yr w/ NAS storage deploym. Apply
to mathew.carrico@laureate.net w/ Job
#13346BR in subjline. Laureate Education, Inc. 650 S. Exeter St., Baltimore MD
21202. EOE.

positions in Burlington, MA.
Job duties include: Evaluate reliability of
materials, properties and techniques used
in production; plan, design and develop
electronic parts, components, integrated
circuitry, mechanical systems, equipment
and packaging, optical systems and/or DSP
systems.

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPER
positions in Austin, TX.

Job duties include: Design, develop,
troubleshoot and/or test/QA
software. May telecommute from
home.

Apply by e-mailing resume to
suranjana.roy@oracle.com,
referencing 385.17578.

Apply by e-mailing resume
to paul.rotker@oracle.com,
referencing 385.18642.

Apply by e-mailing resume to
john.pozdro@oracle.com,
referencing 385.14210.

Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Oracle supports workforce diversity.
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Juniper Networks is recruiting for our Sunnyvale, CA office:
Software Engineer #31318: Develop detailed software
functional and design specifications, and design, develop, unit-test and maintain embedded networking
software.
Functional Systems Analyst Staff #37394: Analyze business processes, gather project requirements, and
contribute to design & review workshops. Design &
document the solution blueprint to address complex
business problems.
Software Engineer #17941: Perform software design and
development of company products. Design, develop
and maintain control and UI modules for company’s
SDN platform.
Software Engineer Staff #16072: Design, develop troubleshoot, and sustain packet forwarding engine and
its associated software in highly complex, high performance networks.
Software Engineer #37659: Design, develop, troubleshoot, and support system infrastructure and its related software in highly complex and high performance
networking equipment.
QA Engineer Staff #10689: Understand Edge services.
Understand the architectural requirements of virtualizing services and integrate customer validations as part
of the test plan. Define test strategies for virtualizing
the services features on various virtual platforms. Assist
in test planning of virtualization for edge services.
Technical Support Engineer #16500: Deliver in-depth diagnostics & root-cause analysis for network impacting
issues on Juniper’s routing products to large ISP & enterprise customers.
Test Engineer #10840: Develop, modify, and execute
testing methods for Routing protocols and SDN for upcoming new features and functionality in Junos (Company’s routers operating system).
Resident Engineer Staff #24084: Design, develop and
implement hardware and software certification testing
and troubleshooting systems for company products.
Prepare individual test cases incorporating the custom-

er’s proprietary network design elements, diagnostic
programs, test fixtures, and equipment, for company’s
routing, switching, and security products against customized plans. May work at other undetermined locations throughout the U.S.
Software Engineer #23854: Design, develop, and implement methods for testing high performance data
path forwarding on networking technologies including
MPLS, VPLS, Multicast, IRB and VPNs. Prepare L2 and
L3 feature tests and diagnostic programs for future JUNOS releases.
Technical Support Engineer Staff #19006: Deliver
high-quality technical assistance on time and mission
critical customer networks for company’s networking
routing products (M/T/MX Series).
Technical Support Engineer #36396: Support Security
and Routing products, working directly with customers
and partners. Work with highly knowledgeable group
of customers and act as an escalation point for other
TAC groups within the organization.
Systems Engineer #34484: Responsible for technical
sales activities, including delivering technical presentations, product demonstrations and trainings. Work
with customer network architects on network design
based on Juniper products. May work at other undetermined worksites in the U.S. Telecommuting allowed.
Test Engineer #34778: Design and implement methods of testing routing products for service providers,
develop test tools libraries, develop operational tools
including Dashboards and Scripts, and support lab environment.
Hardware Engineer #24593: Perform system-level signal integrity, including system level high-speed Serdes
firmware adaptation verification for various I/O technology.
Test Engineer #37977: Participate in the design of various micro services. Remove barriers for solution/services delivery through deployment automation and
solution integration.

Juniper Networks is recruiting for our Herndon, VA office:
Technical Support Engineer Staff #4248: Deliver in-depth
diagnostics & root-cause analysis for network impact-

ing issues on Juniper’s security products to large ISP &
enterprise customers.

Mail single-sided resume with job code # to
Juniper Networks
Attn: MS A.8.429A
1133 Innovation Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94089

www.computer.org/computingedge
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SOFTWARE

Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for

SOFTWARE

Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for

SOFTWARE SOFTWARE
DEVELOPER DEVELOPERS
positions in Naples, FL.

positions in Broomfield, CO.

Job duties include: Design,
develop, troubleshoot and/or
test/QA software.

Job duties include: Design,
develop, troubleshoot and/or
test/QA software.

Apply by e-mailing resume to
stefan.kursawe@oracle.com,
referencing 385.18277.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Apply by e-mailing resume
to dennis.reed@oracle.com,
referencing 385.16513.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

TECHNOLOGY

LinkedIn Corp.
has openings in our
Mtn View, CA location for:

Software Engineer (All Levels/Types)
(SWE416) Design, develop & integrate
cutting-edge software technologies;
Software Engineering Manager (6597.381)
Create & own the strategic roadmap for
software engineering team.
LinkedIn Corp. has openings in our
Sunnyvale, CA location for:
Software Engineer (All Levels/Types)
(SWE416SV) Design, develop & integrate
cutting-edge software technologies; Technical Project Manager (6597.970) Plan,
initiate, & manage information technology
(IT/Global Operations) projects.
Please email resume to: 6597@linkedin.com.
Must ref. job code above when applying.
66
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Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for

HARDWARE
DEVELOPER
positions in Austin, TX.

Job duties include: Evaluate reliability of materials, properties and
techniques used in production.
Apply online at oracle.com
(req # 160009BC). Or e-mail resume
to greg.a.smith@oracle.com,
referencing req # 160009BC.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

ComputingEdge

Extender, IBM Datapower SOA appliance
(XI50, XI52) and IBM Business Process
Manager). Works closely with business
partners and system analysis staff to understand desired system requirements
Complete application development using
JAVA/J2SE/J2EE, Spring, Hibernate, EJB,
XML, SOAP, WSDL, XSD, JAX-WS, Maven,
sOracle and AspectJ). Prepare and execute unit testing using (JUnit and JMock).
Implement SOA concepts (IBM MQ clustering, security and work-load management). Provide support to production implementations, resolving problems and
participate in production problem calls.
Send resume: Indotronix Int’l Corp, Recruiting (KM), 331 Main St, Poughkeepsie,
NY 12601.
SENIOR SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR
F/T (Fishkill, NY) Position involves travel
to various unanticipated worksites up to
100% of the time anywhere in the United
States. Must have Master’s deg or the
foreign equiv in Info Sys, Info Mgmt Specialization, Info Sys & Mgmt, Engg, Electronics & Comm Engg, Electrical Engg,
Comp Engg, or related with one (1) year
of exp providing support using VBlock
300/700 and best practices implementation. Monitor the entire VBlock hardware infrastructure by consolidating the
UIM Provisioning center and Operations.
Configuring and managing VMware on
Dell, HP and Cisco servers. Configure
and manage Horizon VIEW (VDI) environment. Perform Performance tuning of
ESX/ESXi server, Provide support ESXi
hosts and VCenter - including VMotions,
Storage Vmotions, storage management
and ESX/ESXi hosts upgrade. VCenter upgrade. Linux scripting providing
in utilizing Virtual Center, Perform networking activities on Nexus 5K/9K and
also Nexus 1000V. Provide leadership in
recommending and implementing continuous process improvement, education
and training requirements to management staff. Send resume: Novisync, Inc.,
Recruiting, 300 Westage Bus Ctr Dr, Ste
350, Fishkill, NY 12524.

CLASSIFIED LINE AD
SUBMISSION DETAILS:
Rates are $425.00 per column inch
($640 minimum). Eight lines per column inch
and average five typeset words per line.
Send copy at least one month
prior to publication date to:
DEBBIE SIMS
Classified Advertising
Computer
10662 Los Vaqueros Circle,
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
(714) 816-2138; f (714) 821-4010
Email: dsims@computer.org
May 2016
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Veritas Technologies LLC
Veritas Technologies currently has openings for the following positions in Culver City, CA (various levels/types):
Security Infrastructure Administrators (11594.2483) Work closely with other operations staff, engineering and client services to insure
Veritas EV.cloud services are available 24 x 7. Design, implement and manage physical and virtual servers to meet our services 24X7. Security
Infrastructure Administrators (SIACC316) Assist with security infrastructure administration as part of Veritas’ Network Operations team.
Responsible for network security administration of the backbone network. Software QA Engineers (SQACC316) Responsible for developing,
applying and maintaining quality standards for company products. Develop and execute software test plans. Analyze and write test standards
and procedures.
Veritas Technologies currently has openings for the following positions in Heathrow, FL (various levels/types):
Software Engineers (11594.269) Responsible for analyzing, designing, debugging and/or modifying software; or evaluating, developing,
modifying, and coding software programs to support programming needs.
Veritas Technologies currently has openings for the following positions in Miami, FL (various levels/types):
Solutions Systems Engineer (SSEMI316) Analyze engineering, business and/or other business intelligence issues for application to Veritas
solutions; and/or provide operational support in the development and implementation process of computer software applications, systems or
services. Must be fluent in French & Spanish.
Veritas Technologies currently has openings for the following positions in Mountain View, CA (various levels/types):
Computer Systems Analysts (CSAHQ316) Analyze engineering, business and/or other business intelligence issues for application to Veritas
solutions; and provide operational support in the development and implementation process of computer software applications, systems or
services. IT Managers (IMHQ316) Oversee the IT vendor relationship and/or IT employees and delivery of services. Support IT function and
support senior management to evaluate performance, needs assessment, spend optimization and risk management. Product Managers
(PDMHQ316) Participate in all software product development life cycle activities. Move software products through the product development
cycle from design and development to implementation and testing. Software Engineers (SWEHQ316) Responsible for analyzing, designing,
debugging and/or modifying software; or evaluating, developing, modifying, and coding software programs to support programming needs.
Software QA Engineers (SQAHQ316) Responsible for developing, applying and maintaining quality standards for company products. Develop
and execute software test plans. Analyze and write test standards and procedures. Software QA Engineers (SQATHQ316) Responsible for
developing, applying and maintaining quality standards for company products. Develop and execute software test plans. Analyze and write test
standards and procedures. May travel domestically and internationally.
Veritas Technologies currently has openings for the following positions in Roseville, MN (various levels/types):
Senior Principal Technical Support Engineers (11594.1073) Builds and drives technical support capability and capacity and proactively
contributes to the development and improvement of Veritas products. Uses professional concepts in developing approaches in the solution of
critical problems and broad design issues. Travel required. 7 day rotational shift schedule. Software Engineers (SWEMN316) Responsible for
analyzing, designing, debugging and/or modifying software; or evaluating, developing, modifying, and coding software programs to support
programming needs.
Submit resume to JOBADS@veritas.com. Must reference position & code listed above. EOE.
www.computer.org/computingedge
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APPLE INC. has the following job opportunities in Cupertino, CA:
ENGINEERING
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9FSVJY) Research, design, dev,
implement & debug statistical & rulebased natural lang processing sw.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9UG55X) Bld tools utl’ing Java,
PHP, PostgreSQL, Oracle, Shell scripts
& Python.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9S9VH4) Perfm eng tests for
planning & exec of New Product Introduction to world wide manufct sites.
Travel req 25%.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9EGPXF) Des & dev rich web
apps. Define & arch app progmng
interfaces.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9E62XG) Res, des, & dev compiler tech for ARM processor arch.
Hardware Development Engineer
(Req#9FTNU8) Dev new display tech
and impl crit tech platforms to improve
display optical perf. Travel req 15%.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9URUYE) Resp for front-end
& back-end web tech to deliver server-side solutions to the iOS ecosystem.
ASIC Design Engineer (Req#9LA37B)
Des & debug Sys Level Test automation prog’s & HW for debug, characteriz, qualification & prod of SoC devices. Travel req’d 20%.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9YEUJ6) Des, implem, & supp
lrg scale enterprise event processing
pltfrms to facilitate log mining.
Logistician (Req#9XESV3) Resp for
commercial aspects of mech manufact
& assembly proc for laptop enclosures,
subassemblies, & small part components at contract manufact sites. Travel
req 30%.
Systems Design Engineer
(Req#9GRNNE) Test, debug, and exec
wireless cell products. Travel req 40%
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9UB27K) Dev analytics infrastruct to generate insights into customer exp on products such as the
iTunes Store, App Store & iBookstore
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9X83K6) Dsgn & dvlp SAP Enterprise Portal apps
Hardware Development Engineer
(Req#9BDRWM) Wrk on low-lvl hw
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dsgn as well as engg coordination w/ a
dynmc set of cross-fnctnl teams to take
prdcts frm cncpt to prdctn & beyond.
Travel req 25%.
Network Engineer (Req#9TVR7A) Execute on netwrk eng proj & collabrte
w other eng & bus teams to delvr &
maintain the netwrk infrstrctre.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9YHSMY) (Multiple Positions
Open) Provide tech support for Apple
Online Store (AOS) infrastructure &
service delivery.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9Q6UVL) Write & mntn SW for
the prpse of ingesting, trnsfrmng, &
enriching mssve data sets.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9G926H) Execute Carrier & Industry specif test using lab eqpmnt &
live ntwrks to ID protocol-rel issues.
Systems Design Engineer (Req#9LSPNP) Dev & optim RF autom sys
used on Apple’s newest prods incl: iPhones, iPods, iPads & othr wrlss techs.
Travel req: 23%.
iPhone and Mac System Design Engineer Manager (Req#9J3NR9) Manage
and train a team of 8 to 10 engs that
lead the dsgn, build prep, & exectn for
the factory test line for nxt gen of iPhone and Macs. Travel req’d 20%.
ASIC Design Engineer (Req#9FW2DC)
Implmnt advanced circuit techniques to
improve circuit performance, optimize
dynamic/static power & support full
bring up through productization.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9UWNX8) Dsgn & dvlp SW &
tools for large-scale sys operatns.
Software Engineer Systems
(Req#9M3SRH) Build, spcfy, dsgn,
dvlp, & lnch Apple’s sensing tech pdct
characterization & prdctn Instrumentation SW. Travel req 25%.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#A2Q28X) Dsgn, dvlp, & maintain core srch components that serve
millions of customers worldwide.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9GX2K2) Design, dev, support
& test graphics compilation sw.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9EHNEN) Create tst plans for
new & existing first-party apps & OS
funct.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#A6C623) Resp for perf & scal-
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ability of ServiceNow App.
Engineering Systems Administer
(Req#9UVUAZ) Res for supp Apple
svcs iTunes, iCloud, iMessage, Game
Center, & FaceTime proj.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9UG54J) Dev user intfce on
custmr facing-prod rel to iTunes Store.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9E4UVZ) Des cryptographic
protocols for new Apple prod and srvs.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9WWP8B) Des, dev, test, & imple enter-grade bus apps.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9U3QBN) Des & Dev SW to
maintain site reliability & uptime.
Systems Design Engineer (Req#9CYVYJ) Des and dev int SW tools
and sys for the Wireless Des dept.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9Q7KXH) Dsgn, dvlp & support
enterprise lvl apps on Lrge Vol Customer Identity Mngmnt Systms.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9W9SV8) Dvlp, build, & test automation systms for multiple lrg scaled
operating systm framework prjcts.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9GMV9D) Dsgn & dvlp media
& graphics foundation across all of
Apple’s innovative prdcts.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9W8TEJ) Design & dev SW for
millions of watch users.
ASIC Design Engineer (Req#9E4TEJ)
Complete phys implementation of complex SOC blocks.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9YPRTD) Des & dev SW & tools
for large-scale system op’s.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9YAUDV) Dev SW tools for process & analyze lge vol of data.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9PPQGU) Dsgn, implmnt, &
maintn SW solutions that meet Apple’s
content protec needs for srv, DT, &
emb plats.
Engineering Project Lead
(Req#9LD3GZ) (Multiple Positions
Open) Respon for sourcing, manufacturing dev execution & production of
Apple’s products. Travel req: 35%.
Software QA Engineer (Req#A3S22X)
Monitor end-to-end HW & SW dev
lifecycles of complex & innov ApMay 2016
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ple prods span HW, SW, & human
interactions
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9VMRZ4) Des & dev highly
scalable, performant, & reliable Java/
J2EE apps for cons app.
Software QA Engineer (Req#A2L3BS)
Stability test & stress execution for
wire tech like LTE/UMTS/GSM.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9UA4BX) Dsgn, implmnt, & optimize pattern recognition SW.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9PMTWJ) Dsgn, implmnt, & delivr GPU SW for dsply, power-mngmnt,
content-protection, & future techs for
Apple’s computers.
Systems Design Engineer
(Req#9FE344) Des & eval radio performance for phones & tablets.
Hardware Development Engineer
(Req#9V62MN) Dev algorithms & des
SW for real-world systems.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9P3VBE) Rvw HW, SW infrstrctre & app fnctnlty for optmzatn &
identify prfrmnce bottlenecks.
Information Systems Engineer
(Req#A7G4SK) Dsg, dvlp, implmnt, &
mntn packaged enterprise SW apps &
custom built SW apps.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9WEQ8G) (Multiple Positions
Open) Exec wireless SW perfmnce testing/alysis/feat optmztn for future release of wireless prods (iPhone, iPad &
Mac).
Hardware Development Engineers
(Req#9M5VPA) (Multiple Positions
Open) Des & dev custom in-house jigs,
fixtures, elect Print circ board outline
& mech equip for test & calibration of
prods. Travel req’d 25%.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9M4W53) Des, Implmnt & Test
Omniture solultn on Apple online store
using Adobe tools.
Engineering Project Lead (Req#9SBNTM) Resp for tech supp of eng dev
projs w/in Apple’s HW division.
Systems Design Engineer (Req#9PHQJZ) Eval pre-release & latst iPhone &
iPad HW/SW systems on various wireless tech. Travel Req’d 30%
Product Design Engineer
(Req#9AXV43) Dsgn & spprt mech
syss inside Apple iPhone, from early
cncpt thru mnftrng & early field
prfmnce. Travel req 20%
Software Development Manager
(Req#9DCRLN) Manage the des and

www.computer.org/computingedge

implem of Metal & OpenGL ES userland drivers for iOS prod’s.
Software Engineer Systems
(Req#9UPTPB) Architect, design, dev
& maintain SW for cloud platform that
support large user base.
Senior Engineer Applications
(Req#9M52BD) Des & dev identity
mgmnt web apps w/ common frmwrks
that can be used across apps.
Software Quality Assurance Engineer (Req#A3Q3W5) Dev HW specific
interfaces.
Localization Engineer (Technical
Translator) (Req#9GMUDS) Localize
& translate Apple products & product
documentation into Italian.
Senior Interaction Designer (Req#9ZTVX3) Perf interaction des for conversational user interfaces.
Hardware Development Engineer
(Req#9J8UBW) Dsgn & integrate
state-of-the-art solid-state fingerprint
sensors for mobile devices. Travel req.
20%.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9FG2DS) Dsgn, dvlp, & dply SW
to enble mfg. Travel Req’d 35%.
Product Design Engineer (Req#9GJ44J)
Des, prduce & modif test eqpmnt &
fixtures used in des valdtion & chrctrizatn tstng.
Firmware Engineer (Req#9GX2CG)
Dev & tune algrthms for procssng sigs
from next-gen sensors.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9F4TMX) (Multiple Positions
Open) Ehnce efficiency & qual of img
comprssn on Apple’s mobile devs.
Systems Design Engineer
(Req#9GG3Q7) Evaluate the latest
iPad, iPhone, & iPod HW sys. Travel
req 30%.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9TU77E) Des and impl production algorithms that process text &
other data.
ASIC Design Engineer
(Req#9NZMFG) Design & develop
DFT architecture & implementation
for Integrated Circuit.
Hardware Development Engineer
(Req#9UPTHV) Research, dev & integrate display module process, equipm,
and mats for display prod.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9E632N) Design & dev media
SW for embedded syss.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9ZDVUV) Test apps. Implem automation tests for all layers of the app.

Software Engineer Applications Manager (Req#9Z23JU) Drive maps content pipeline imprvmnts by dfnng, implmntng, & oprtng its tools & prcsses.
Systems Design Engineer
(Req#9KTT27) Use Spanish & Portuguese to ensure eng dsgns follow regional regulation reqs for Latin American region. Travel req 25%.
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9UJV7R) Res for backend srvr
SW dev for srvcs that power Apple
Maps data crowdsourcing efforts.
Senior Configuration Release Engineer
(Req#9QR3GF) Imprve & maintain
build automtn sys for continuous intgrtion of SW prjcts.
Software Engineer Applications
(Req#9TF3YQ) Dsgn & build dstrbuted, high perform, fault-tolernt,
multi-tenant ETS pltfrms that will support IS&T apps.
Software Engineer Applications (Statistician) (Req#9SV6X8) Eval algorithmic
results in Apple Maps & iTunes.
CarPlay Projects Facilitator
(Req#9QEUU6) Respons for coordinating deliverables w/ multiple automakers & tracking progress of CarPlay
implementations throughout project’s
lifecycle.

Apple Inc. has
the following
job opportunity
in Cambridge, MA:
Software Development Engineer
(Req#9XM3B7) Assist in dev Siri’s
next gen speech recog sys across multi
langs & domains.

Refer to Req# & mail resume to
Apple Inc., ATTN: L.J., 1 Infinite
Loop 104-1GM, Cupertino, CA
95014. Apple is an EOE/AA m/f/
disability/vets.
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WhatsApp, Inc.
currently has the
following openings in

has openings for

Mountain View, CA
(various levels/types):

Product Designer (4212N)
Design, prototype, and build new
features for WhatsApp’s website or
mobile applications.

Software Engineer (7306N)
Help build the next generation of
systems behind WhatsApp's products,
create web and/or mobile applications that reach over one billion
people, and build high-volume
servers to support our content.
Mail resume to: WhatsApp, Inc. c/o
Facebook Inc. Attn: SB-GMI, 1
Hacker Way, Menlo Park, CA 94025.
Must reference job title and job#
shown above, when applying.

TECHNOLOGY

Oracle America, Inc.

NETWORK/TELECOM
SYSTEMS ANALYST
positions in Redwood Shores, CA.

SOFTWARE

Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPER
positions in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Job duties include: Deliver IT service
assurance solutions for Oracle's global
network, such as products for network
device monitoring, configuration management, capacity management, network
traffic profiling and modeling. May
telecommute from home.

Job duties include: Design, develop,
troubleshoot and/or test/QA software.
Build enhancements within an existing
software architecture and/or suggest
improvements to the architecture.

Apply by e-mailing resume
to sharon.liang@oracle.com,
referencing 385.18148.

E-mail resume to
ashish.surana@oracle.com,
referencing job ID 385.15788.

Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Help build the next generation of systems behind Facebook's products.

Facebook, Inc.
currently has the following openings in Menlo Park, CA (multiple openings/various levels):
Data Scientist (5702J) Apply your expertise in quantitative analysis, data mining, & the presentation of data to see beyond the numbers &
understand how our users interact with our core products. Program Manager (6962J) Strategic identification & prioritization of new business
opportunities, drive end-to-end business planning & investment cases, & execute to incubate & scale the new business after launch. SMB
Analyst (7389J) Use data analysis to understand customer profiles, produce reports to track our business, & build models to provide insight into
the Small & Medium Business customer base. Systems Engineer (6166J) Build, scale, & secure Facebook’s corporate infrastructure & systems
software. Data Platform Engineer (6724J) Develop & enhance Facebook distributed databases & data infrastructure. Application Engineer,
ADF/Java (7074J) Design, develop, & deliver efficient, scalable business applications using Oracle Technologies. Data Engineer (5697J) Manage
data reporting & visualization needs for a product or a group of products. Client Analytics Lead (2457J) Use data-mining techniques to uncover
trends in user behavior & activity. Requires national travel to unanticipated work sites. Business travel fully-reimbursed. Data Engineer, Analytics (5755J) Responsible for data warehouse plans for a product or a group of products. Design, build, & launch new data models in production &
new data extraction, transformation & loading processes in production. Lead Partner Engineer, LatAm (3062J) Responsible for all integration
projects & Partner Engineering activities in Latin America region, including: planning, execution, & quality of the integration projects. Position
requires occasional travel. Network Engineering Manager (2220J) Manage engineers working with our Datacenter, Backbone, Hardware &
Software networking teams to build, scale, deploy, & support our global network infrastructure. Network Engineer (7207J) Design, deploy, &
manage the global enterprise network on a variety of cutting-edge platforms.
Mail resume to: Facebook, Inc. Attn: SB-GIM, 1 Hacker Way, Menlo Park, CA 94025. Must reference job title & job# shown above, when applying.
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Intuit Inc.

has openings for the following positions in Santa Clara County, including
Mountain View, California or any office within normal commuting distance:
Staff Application Operations Engineers (Job code: I-923): Design and develop new software applications, services,
features and enhancements and maintain existing software products. Data Scientists (Job code: I-1): Work with business
leaders and stakeholders on how best to harness available data in support of critical business needs and goals. Senior Technical Data Analysts (Job code: I-1071): Leverage technical skills, business acumen, and creativity to extract and analyze massive
data sets, build analytics-ready datasets to surface insights and key business metrics. Sift through large amounts of information, extract key insights and communicate succinctly. Staff Application Operations Engineers (Job code: I-203): Design
and develop new software applications, services, features and enhancements, and maintain existing software products.
Managers, Development (Job code: I-346): Provide technical oversight and contribute to the design, development, testing,
and deployment of web-based applications. Senior Technical Data Analysts (Job code: I-152): Work directly with product
developers, analysts and marketers to recommend and implement data tracking and reporting to answer business questions.
Write SQL queries to pull data from both front-end and back-end data sources. Business Data Analysts (Job code: I-529):
Write SQL queries to pull sales data using Site Catalyst. Analyze web channel performance. Principal Software Engineers
(Job code: I-367): Design and develop new software applications, services, features and enhancements, and maintain existing
software products.
Positions located in San Diego, California:
Senior Software Engineers (Job code: I-1835): Exercise senior level knowledge in selecting methods and techniques to
design, implement, modify and support a variety of software products and services to meet user or system specifications.
Senior Software Engineers in Quality (Job code: I-287): Apply senior level software engineering practices and procedures
to design, influence, and drive quality and testability of products and services. Application Operations Engineers (Job
code: I-408): Exercise judgment within best business operations practices to design, implement, and support operational
standards and capabilities for individual software products or connected services. Software Engineers (Job code: I-123):
Apply software development practices to design, implement, and support individual software projects. Senior Offering
Program Managers (Job code: I-313): Lead and drive key software and IT programs, including architecture reviews, requirements definitions, technical dependencies, assignment & management of tracks to supporting resources. Senior Application
Operations Engineers (Job code: I-2243): Responsible for designing and implementing Intuit's Identity services that are
highly available and scalable with ease and automation.
Positions located in Woodland Hills, California:
Software Engineers (Job code: I-410): Apply software development practices to design, implement, and support individual
software projects.
To apply, submit resume to Intuit Inc., Attn: Olivia Sawyer, J203-6, 2800 E. Commerce Center Place, Tucson, AZ 85706.
You must include the job code on your resume/cover letter. Intuit supports workforce diversity.
www.computer.org/computingedge
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2017-2018

IEEE-USA Government
Fellowships

stay connected.

Congressional Fellowships
Seeking U.S. IEEE members interested in
spending a year working for a Member of
Congress or congressional committee.

Engineering & Diplomacy Fellowship
Seeking U.S. IEEE members interested in
spending a year serving as a technical adviser
at the U.S. State Department.

USAID Fellowship
Seeking U.S. IEEE members who are interested
in serving as advisors to the U.S. government
as a USAID Engineering & International
Development Fellow.

Keep up with the latest IEEE Computer Society
publications and activities wherever you are.
| @ComputerSociety
| @ComputingNow

The application deadline for 2017-2018
Fellowships is 23 December 2016.
For eligibility requirements and application information, go to

www.ieeeusa.org/policy/govfel

| facebook.com/IEEEComputerSociety
| facebook.com/ComputingNow
| IEEE Computer Society
| Computing Now

or contact Erica Wissolik by emailing
e.wissolik@ieee.org or by calling +1 202 530 8347.

| youtube.com/ieeecomputersociety

GovFel-Oct-2016-d1.indd 1

3/24/2016 2:21:38 PM

CONFERENCES

in the Palm of Your Hand

IEEE Computer Society’s Conference Publishing Services (CPS) is now offering
conference program mobile apps! Let your attendees have their conference
schedule, conference information, and paper listings in the palm of their hands.

The conference program mobile app
works for Android devices, iPhone,
iPad, and the Kindle Fire.

For more information please contact cps@computer.org
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Move Your Career Forward
IEEE Computer Society Membership
Explore These Big Data and Analytics Resources
Build Your Knowledge
IEEE Big Data Initiative
Big data is much more than just data bits and bytes on one side and processing on
the other. IEEE has launched a new initiative focused on big data. Plans are under
way to capture all the different perspectives via in-depth discussions, and to derive
a set of results that will define the initiative’s scope and direction.

IEEE Software
Software engineering for big data systems is complex and faces challenges including pervasive
distribution, write-heavy workloads, variable request loads, computation-intensive analytics,
and high availability. The articles in Software’s March/April special issue examine several facets
of this complicated puzzle.

Rock Stars of Big Data
3 November 2016, Austin, TX, USA
Big data is transforming the way we do everything. Yet, knowing that doesn’t help you decide
what steps to take tomorrow to ensure your company’s future success. On 24 May, get real-world
answers. Come meet the experts who are grappling with and solving the problems you face in mining big
data for value.

Advance Your Career
Skillsoft Featured Topic: Big Data
Explore relevant, up-to-date big-data resources in Skillsoft. Use these resources to help solve a problem you’re
currently facing or for long-term training and professional education to help advance your career.

FOR DIRECT LINKS TO THESE
RESOURCES, VISIT
www.computer.org/edge-resources

Experience the Newest and Most Advanced
Thinking in Big Data Analytics
03 November 2016 | Austin, TX
Big Data: Big Hype or Big Imperative?

Rock Star Speakers

BOTH.
Business departments know the promise of
big data―and they want it! But newly minted
data scientists can’t yet meet expectations, and
technologies remain immature. Yes, big data is
transforming the way we do―everything. But
knowing that doesn’t help you decide what steps
to take tomorrow to assure your company’s future.
That’s why May 24 is your real-world answer.
Come meet the experts who are grappling with and
solving the problems you face in mining the value
of big data. You literally can’t aﬀord to miss the all
new Rock Stars of Big Data 2016.

Kirk Borne

Satyam Priyadarshy

Bill Franks

Principal Data
Scientist,
Booz Allen Hamilton

Chief Data Scientist,
Halliburton

Chief Analytics
Officer, Teradata

www.computer.org/bda

